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discussion of the First Place bid when it was rejected. Defendants respond
by generally denying the Proxy needed to discuss the Sales Process
extensively given the purpose of the Reclassification Proxy was to ask for
shareholder approval of the Reclassification, and not to approve the
rejection of the First Place bid. The issue then is whether the disputed
information on the Sales Process was material in a Proxy asking for the
approval or rejection of the Reclassification.
a. Failure to comply with Cortland's due diligence requests
The Reclassification Proxy provides brief summaries on the
strategic alternatives the Board considered other than the Reclassification.
The Sales Process, discussed in the "Business Combinations" section, is but
one of several alternatives. 46 The Proxy adequately states the material
information necessary to make a determination on the appropriateness of the
Reclassification vis-A-vis the listed alternatives. Shareholders could evaluate the merits of those alternatives and the process by which the Board
arrived at its decision. In that context, the additional fact that Cortland
withdrew its offer because it had concerns about the timeliness of the
Company's response to its request for due diligence does not alter the total
mix of information. The Cortland bid represented only a 3.4% premium
over First Niles' share price at the time, 14 7 and less than the 6.75% premium
ultimately offered by First Place.148 Further, the Complaint alleges the time
from when Stephens and Safarek agreed to provide materials to Cortland to
the time Cortland's withdrew its bid was on the order of a few weeks. The
withdrawal occurred less than one week after the date originally scheduled
for a due diligence meeting with Cortland. In these circumstances, I fail to
see why further disclosure of the Cortland situation would be material. 149

'4See
Reclassification Proxy at 13-14.
47

1 See Compl. 1 33.

'"'See
Reclassification Proxy at 13.
49
1 "[A]

board is not required to engage in 'self-flagellation'... implicating itself in a

breach of fiduciary duty from surrounding facts and circumstances prior to a formal adjudication
of the matter. Nonetheless, when a board allegedly breaches its fiduciary duties, we will not
uphold shareholder ratification unless the board discloses all material facts relevant to the issue
at hand." Stroud v. Grace, 606 A.2d 75, 84 n.1 (Del. 1992) (citations omitted). "[E]ven where
material facts must be disclosed, negative inferences or characterizations of misconduct or breach
of fiduciary duty need not be articulated." Loudon v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 700 A.2d 135,
143 (Del. 1997).
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b. There was no deliberation
Plaintiffs argue the following statement is misleading, "[a]fter
careful deliberations, the board determined in its business judgment the
[First Place] proposal was not in the best interest of the Company or our
shareholders and rejected the proposal."'" 0 The Complaint alleges there was
in fact little deliberation. Even assuming that allegation is true, however,
Plaintiffs have not shown the challenged statement to be material. It would
not alter the total mix of information to say, instead, "after deliberating" or
simply omitting that phrase in its entirety. Moreover, the Complaint
indicates the Board did receive expert advice from its Financial Advisor
relating to the First Place proposal. The fact the Board ultimately rejected
an offer its Financial Advisor considered fair does not support an inference
of misconduct or no deliberation. Plaintiffs' claim merely attempts to convert what might be a duty of care claim (e.g., the Directors were negligent
in not conducting a more fulsome discussion of the First Place proposal)
into a disclosure claim.
3. Was there a material omission in the Proxy as to
the Reclassification?
Plaintiffs allege the Reclassification Proxy fails to disclose the
following: (a) the Reclassification makes future acquisitions of First Niles
less likely; (b) the Board planned to switch from a federal to state charter
and reincorporate in a state other than Delaware; (c) the impetus behind the
Reclassification; and (d) Gander's vote against proceeding with the Reclassification and the reasons for it. I address these criticisms seriatim.
a. Future bids for First Niles may be less likely
Plaintiffs disagree with the statement, "termination of our status as
an SEC-registered company will not have a significant impact on any future
efforts by the Company to raise additional capital or to acquire other
business entities," 151 contending instead that the Reclassification rendered
a future acquisition of First Niles less likely.
This aspect of Plaintiffs' Complaint involves a dispute over the
substance of the disclosure as opposed to an allegation that a known
material fact was omitted. The Board's "duty was simply to make fair disclosure of the material facts in its possession bearing on the fairness of the

"'Reclassification Proxy at 14.
1
d. at 12 (quoted in PAB at 44).
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[Reclassification] it was putting before the stockholders.' 152 "Stockholders
who disagreed with [the Board's
conclusion] had sufficient information to
153
make an informed decision.

The failure to disclose that future acquisitions of First Niles might
be less likely is not a material omission. As pled by Plaintiffs, it is not even
an omission. Plaintiffs do not allege, for example, the existence of any
report by or to Defendants highlighting a decreased likelihood of such a
transaction. 154 Instead, Plaintiffs seem to rely on a matter of opinion, rather
than fact, in that they note only that a decreased likelihood of future
acquisitions could be proven through expert testimony.'55 Thus, this aspect
of Plaintiffs' claim is not actionable.
b. Change of charter and reincorporation
Plaintiffs contend Defendants should have disclosed as a "material
fact" their "inten[tion] to surrender the Bank's federal charter, an inference
supported by the well-pled allegations of the Complaint.' ' 56 Defendants do
not contest the materiality of changing the Bank's charter or reincorporating
the Company. Instead, they assert that the Restatement Proxy provides
sufficient disclosure. The Proxy states Management had no "current plans
or proposals to effect any extraordinary corporate transaction such as a
merger, reorganization or liquidation; . . . to change materially our...

capitalization; or otherwise to effect any material change in our corporate
157
structure or business.'

Plaintiffs have not shown the existence of any material
misstatement or omission in this regard. Plaintiffs' citations to Management
proposals and Board discussions on a potential change of charter relate to
events that occurred in 2004 and early 2005158 -- there is no allegation the
Board was contemplating such a change when, in November 2006, it filed
the Reclassification Proxy.

'2See Globis Partners, LP. v. Plumitree Software, Inc., 2007 Del. Ch. LEXIS 169, at
*42 (Nov. 30, 2007) (quoting In re JCC Holding Co. S'holder Litig., 843 A.2d 713, 722 (Del. Ch.
2003)).

'I3d.
"In fact, the Reclassification Proxy affirmatively states First Niles does "not have any
current plans or proposals to effect any extraordinary corporate transaction such as a merger,
reorganization or liquidation." Reclassification Proxy at 19.
'See PAB at 44.
61d. at 45.
'Reclassification Proxy at 19.
'See Compl.
29 (Management discussed such a transaction as part of proposal
submitted to the Board on September 7, 2004); id. 36 (discussed as part of proposal submitted
to the Board on December 20, 2004); id. j 62-63 (discussed by Board on April 20, 2005).
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c. Impetus for the Reclassification
Plaintiffs argue the Proxy fails to disclose "two critical selfinterested rationales" for the Reclassification -- providing greater flexibility
to effectuate buy-backs and enhancing the liquidity available to participants
in the ESOP Plan. 5 9
While they must disclose all material facts, Directors do not have
an affirmative duty to state the basis for their decision for or against a
proposed shareholder action. 6 ° If directors choose to state their reasons for
recommending a certain action, that statement must be true and not
misleading. "Therefore, disclosures relating to the Board's subjective motivation or opinions are not per se material, as long as the Board fully and
accurately discloses the facts material to the transaction."' 6 ' Nevertheless,

the reasons for a board decision may have to be fully disclosed to remedy
a materially misleading partial disclosure of those reasons. The issue here
is whether Plaintiffs have pled facts that conceivably could support a
finding the Proxy's alleged omissions are either materially misleading in
their own right, or by virtue of an allegedly partial disclosure.
I answer that question in the negative as to Defendants' nondisclosure of the increased flexibility to effectuate buy-backs under the
Reclassification. Plaintiffs' only pertinent factual allegation relates to a
Privatization Proposal furnished by Stephens to the Board on April 18,
2005, which noted that a reclassification nearly identical to the Reclassiication later implemented would allow for maximum flexibility in future
capital management activities, including negotiated buy-backs. 62 The
presentation of this Proposal to the Board in April 2005 does not in and of
itself indicate whether the Board's basis for approving the Reclassifi cation
in June 2006 included the flexibility to effectuate buy-backs. Moreover, as
noted earlier, Plaintiffs have not alleged any reason to believe the buy-backs
would be made available only to Defendants, or would be arguably
improper (e.g., granted at too high a price) such that an omission regarding
potential buy-backs might be material.
Plaintiffs also contend the Proxy contained a material misstatement
when it "wrongfully claim[ed] that the put and appraisal rights held by
[Defendants] will only be exercisable if the Company is unable to list its

59

1 See PAB at 46-47.

'( See In re MONYGroup Inc. S'holderLitig., 853 A.2d 661,682 (Del. Ch. 2004) (citing
Newman v. Warren,
684 A.2d 1239, 1246 (Del. Ch. 1996)).
161Id. (citing Newman, 684 A.2d at 1246; Arnold v. Socy for Sav. Bancorp, Inc., 650
A.2d 1270, 621280 (Del. 1994)).
' See Compl. T1 59-61.
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stock on either the OTB or the pink sheets.'0 63 Plaintiffs provide no factual
basis for this attack on the Proxy.
In their Complaint, Plaintiffs quote an excerpt of the ESOP stating
that when the Company's shares "are not readily tradable on an established
market," an employee participant would have the right to require the
Company to repurchase the shares at a fair value as determined in an
independent appraisal.' 64 According to Plaintiffs, "the put and appraisal
rights will be triggered even if First Niles stock is traded on these platforms
[i.e., the OTB or pink sheets] and under all of the scenarios that the Board
envisioned when it asked shareholders to approve the Ratification.' ' 65 The
Complaint, however, provides no factual basis for this contention. I therefore discount it as merely conclusory. Thus, Plaintiffs have failed to plead
a cognizable claim for inadequate disclosure as to the impetus for the
Reclassification.
d. Failure to discuss Gantler's dissenting vote
The Reclassification Proxy described the December 5, 2005, vote
to authorize Powell Goldstein to pursue the Reclassification as "a 3-to-1
vote," without mentioning it was Gantler in particular who dissented."6
Plaintiffs contend the omissions of that fact and the reasons for Gantler's
dissenting vote were material. Plaintiffs cite federal securities law mandating that where a director dissents from a Rule 13e-3 transaction, the
Company must "identify the director, and indicate, if known, after making
reasonable inquiry, the reasons for the dissent or abstention."' 67
While Delaware courts have looked to federal securities law to
determine materiality, 68 and there may be circumstances in which a
director's lone dissenting vote on a 13e-3 transaction would be material,
Plaintiffs have not adequately pled materiality in this case. On one hand,
Plaintiffs argue the relevant board for purposes of analyzing interestedness
in order to overcome the presumption of the business judgment rule as to
the Reclassification is the one that met on June 19, 2006 and approved the
implementation of the Reclassification. That Board did not include Gantler,
and voted unanimously to implement the Reclassification. On the other
' 67PAB at 47.
'"Compl. 1 76 (citing ESOP § 8.7 "Put Option"; ESOP § 8.9 "Independent Appraisal").
'5PAB at 47.
'"Reclassification Proxy at 15.
16717 C.F.R. § 229.1014 (a).
'"See Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Co., 493 A.2d 929, 944 (Del. 1985) (adopting federal
securities laws' definition of materiality); In re Oracle Corp. Deriv. Litig., 867 A.2d 904, 948
n.167 (Del. Ch. 2004) (citing federal courts' determination of the materiality of intra-quarter
earnings estimates for federal securities laws violation).
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hand, for its disclosure claims, Plaintiffs urge the Court to focus on the
Board that decided on December 5, 2005 to authorize exploration of a
possible reclassification. Because the vote on December 5, 2005 was a
preliminary decision to have Powell Goldstein go forward with a stock
reclassification program in order to deregister from the SEC, and its
requirements, Gantler's dissention from that decision is immaterial.
In summary, Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate any material
omission or misstatement in the Reclassification Proxy. Thus, Defendants'
motion to dismiss is granted with respect to Count H. Furthermore, because
there was adequate disclosure, the unaffiliated shareholders' ratification of
the Reclassification is valid, bringing the Board's decision to effect the
Reclassification back within the business judgment presumption. When
evaluated under the business judgment standard of review, the Board's
decision to effect the Reclassification stands. Accordingly, I also grant
Defendants' motion to dismiss as to Count H.
IIM. CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated, Defendants' motion to dismiss is granted
with respect to all Defendants on all Counts.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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Delaware; and Robert C. Myers, Esquire, and Richard W. Reinthaler,
Esquire, of Dewey & Leboeuf LLP, New York, New York, of counsel, for
defendant.
CHANDLER, Chancellor
The storm of words in this case, which ranged in rhetorical heft
from allusions to Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking Glass' to
incantations of "the bloody shirt of Blasius,''2 has proven to be a tempest
in a teapot. For reasons I explain below, I have determined that the
unambiguous language of the bylaw at the heart of this case renders the
bylaw inapplicable to nominations and proposals plaintiff JANA Master
Fund seeks to put forth at the annual meeting of defendant CNET Networks.
Consequently, I need not and do not address the hypothetical validity of the
bylaw were it to operate as CNET contended it would.
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
Plaintiff JANA Master Fund, Ltd. ("JANA"), an investment fund,
owns with its affiliates approximately eleven percent of the outstanding
common stock of defendant CNET Networks, Inc. ("CNET"). 3 CNET, a
Delaware corporation, is an interactive media company whose ventures
include news.com, MP3.com, GameSpot, ZDNet, and Urban Baby. CNET
has a staggered, eight-member board, and two of the current directors are
up for reelection this year. Motivated by what it perceives to be poor
financial performance on the part of CNET stock, JANA seeks to replace
the two current directors, expand the size of the board from eight to thirteen,
and nominate five individuals to fill the newly created positions. Such
actions, if successful, will result in a new majority in control of the board
of CNET.
On December 26, 2007, JANA wrote to CNET to advise the current
board of its intention to solicit proxies from the other CNET shareholders
in favor of its nominees and proposals and to request inspection of stocklist
materials pursuant to section 220 of the Delaware General Corporation Law
1

See P1's Reply Br. at 1.

2

See Hr'g Tr., Mar. 3, 2008; Blasius Indus., Inc. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651 (Del. Ch.

1988).

3

Recent news reports indicate that JANA and its affiliates' stake in the company has

increased to 21%. See Jana Meets With CNet and No Love Is Lost, Report Says, N.Y. TIMES

DEALBOOK, Mar. 10, 2008, at httpJldealbook.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/03/10/jana-meets-withcnet-and-no-iove-is-lost-report-saysL.
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for the purpose of communicating with shareholders and for soliciting
proxies. On January 3, 2008, CNET responded by letter and refused to
provide the requested stocklist materials. CNET took the position that
JANA failed to state a proper purpose because JANA's proposed proxy
solicitation violated provisions of the company's bylaws.4 Specifically,
CNET's letter cited JANA's "fail[ure] to comply with the provisions of the
Company's bylaws which require a stockholder seeking to nominate
candidates for director election or seeking to transact other corporate
business at an annual meeting to beneficially own $1,000 of the Company's
common stock for at least one year."5
JANA reasonably assumed that this sentence referred to two
sections of the CNET bylaws: Article III, Section 6, entitled "Nominations
for Directors," and Article H, Section 3, entitled "Notice of Annual
Meeting." Because JANA made its initial investment in CNET in October
2007, JANA will have held shares of the company for only eight months at
the time of the meeting if CNET holds its annual meeting in June 2008 as
expected. If the bylaw provisions apply to JANA's proposals and nominations, JANA will be unable to bring them to the attention of shareholders at
the 2008 meeting.
On January 7, 2008, JANA filed a complaint with this Court that
seeks a declaration either that the bylaws are inapplicable to JANA or that
CNET's interpretation of the bylaws is invalid. JANA concomitantly filed
a motion to expedite, and the parties later agreed to advance the case by
way of a motion for judgment on the pleadings with an abbreviated briefing
schedule. The parties concluded briefing on this motion on February 29,
2008, and the Court heard oral argument on March 3, 2008.
n. BYLAWS
Although JANA initially thought that CNET contended two
separate provisions of the company bylaws operated to prevent JANA's
proposals, CNET ultimately conceded that the "Nominations for Directors"
bylaw of Article Ill, Section 6 did not apply. Instead, CNET argues that the
so-called "Notice Bylaw" of Article II, Section 3 governs both shareholder
nominations for directors and other shareholder proposals. This provision
provides, in part:
Any stockholder of the Corporation that has been the
beneficial owner of at least $1,000 of securities entitled to
vote at an annual meeting for at least one year may seek to
4

CNET later reversed course and granted JANA access to the stocklist.
Compl. Ex. C.

5
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transact other corporate business at the annual meeting,
provided that such business is set forth in a written notice
and mailed by certified mail to the Secretary of the
Corporation and received no later than 120 calendar days
in advance of the date of the Corporation's proxy statement
released to security-holders in connection with the
previous year's annual meeting of security holders (or, if
no annual meeting was held in the previous year or the
date of the annual meeting has been changed by more than
30 calendar days from the date contemplated at the time of
the previous year's proxy statement, a reasonable time
before the solicitation is made). Notwithstanding the foregoing, such notice must also comply with any applicable
federal securities laws establishing the circumstances under
which the Corporation is required to include the proposal
in its proxy statement or form of proxy.
Thus, the language indicates that a shareholder must have owned stock in
CNET for a full year before it "may seek to transact other corporate
business" under this provision.
JANA contends that this provision does not or cannot apply to its
nominations and proposals. First, JANA argues, this bylaw only applies to
nominations and proposals made under Rule 14a-8 of the federal securities
laws; 6 i.e., this bylaw only governs nominations and proposals a shareholder
wishes to have included on management's form of proxy. Because JANA
intends to independently finance its own proxy materials, it claims this
bylaw is inapplicable. Second, JANA suggests that if this bylaw can be
read to apply, it is invalid under Delaware law because it is an unreasonable
restriction on shareholder franchise.
CNET takes the opposite position, arguing that the bylaw is both
applicable and valid. First, CNET cites the plain language of the provision,
which it says contains nothing that limits the scope of the bylaw's
requirements to proposals and nominations under Rule 14a-8. Second,
CNET argues that this bylaw is valid because it was adopted by the
shareholders of the corporation 7 and reasonably serves a valid corporate
purpose.

6

Shareholder Proposals Rule, 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8 (2008).
The bylaw was adopted by CNET before the company's IPO, when there were
apparently very few shareholders, all but one of whom were management.
7
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m. STANDARD OF REVIEW
JANA has moved for judgment on the pleadings pursuant to Rule
12(c).8 The Court may grant judgment on the pleadings where no material
facts are in dispute and where the moving party is entitled to judgment as
a matter of law.9 Because "[a] trial is merely a vehicle for the act of fact
finding,"' 0 no trial is necessary when only a legal issue confronts this Court.
Because a corporation's bylaws and charter are contracts among its
shareholders, and because the construction of a contract is purely a question
of law, judgment on the pleadings is an appropriate mechanism for
resolving the present dispute over CNET's bylaws."
Of course, the construction of the bylaw is a purely legal question
only if the bylaw itself is unambiguous. 2 Should the Court conclude that
a contract is "reasonably or fairly susceptible of different interpretations or
may have two or more different meanings," it is ambiguous, and the Court
must consult extrinsic evidence.' 3 Nevertheless, mere disagreement among
the parties does not somehow create ambiguity. 4 Under the objective
theory of contracts, this Court will grant relief on a motion for judgment on
the pleadings if a contract's language is "unmistakably clear" as viewed
from the vantage of a reasonable third party. 5 To the extent there is any
ambiguity in interpreting bylaws,
"doubt is resolved in favor of the
6
stockholders' electoral rights."'
8Ct. Ch. R. 12(c).
Robbins Hose Co. No. 1, Inc. v. Baker, C.A. No. 2247-VCP, 2007 WL 3317598, at
*4 (Del. Ch. Oct. 31, 2007). Additionally, the Court must "view the facts pleaded and the
inferences to be drawn from such facts in a light most favorable to the non-moving party." Desert
Equities, Inc. v. Morgan Stanley Leveraged Equity Fund, II, L.P., 624 A.2d 1199, 1205 (Del.
1993).
"United Rentals, Inc. v. RAM Holdings, Inc., 937 A.2d 810, 829 (Del. Ch. 2007).
"See Sassano v. CIBC World Markets Corp., C.A. No. 3066-VCL, 2008 WL 152582,
at *5 (Del. Ch.
Jan. 17, 2008).
' 2See United Rentals, 937 A.2d at 830.
3
Rhone-Poulenc Basic Chems. Co. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 616 A.2d 1192, 1196
(Del. 1992).
' 4Seidensticker v. GasparillaInn, Inc., C.A. No. 2555-CC, 2007 WL 4054473, at *2
(Del. Ch. Nov. 8, 2007).
"5Id.; W. Ctr. City NeighborhoodAss'n v. W. Ctr.City NeighborhoodPlanningAdvisory
Comm., Inc., C.A. No. 19557-NC, 2003 WL 241356, at *6 (Del. Ch. Jan. 24,2003) (interpreting
bylaws unqgr this objective standard).
Openwave Sys. Inc. v. HarbingerCapitalPartnersMaster Fund , Ltd., 924 A.2d
228, 239 (Del. Ch. 2007); see also CentaurPartners,IV v. Nat'l Intergroup, Inc., 582 A.2d 923,
927 (Del. 1990) ("There exists in Delaware 'a general policy against disenfranchisement."'
(quoting Blasius Indus. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651, 669 (Del. Ch. 1988)); Harrah'sEntm't, Inc.
v. JCC Holding Co., 802 A.2d 294, 310 (Del. Ch. 2002) ("When a corporate charter is alleged
to contain a restriction on the fundamental electoral rights of stockholders under default provisions
of law.., it has been said that the restriction must be 'clear and unambiguous' to be enforceable.
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IV. ANALYSIS
The language of the Notice Bylaw leads to only one reasonable
conclusion: the bylaw applies solely to proposals and nominations that are
intended to be included in the company's proxy materials pursuant to Rule
14a-8. One may parse the bylaw as follows: (1) notice of CNET's annual
meeting will be provided to stockholders sometime between ten and sixty
days before the meeting is held; 17 (2) any stockholder who has owned
$1,000 of stock for at least a year before the meeting may seek to transact
other corporate business at the meeting; 8 (3) to do so, that stockholder must
send the CNET secretary notice of what business he/she plans to conduct
a certain number of days before CNET needs to send out its proxy
materials;' 9 and, finally, (4) in addition, such notice must also comply with
the federal securities laws governing shareholder proposals a corporation
must include in its own proxy materials. 2' There are three related reasons
I conclude this bylaw can be read only to apply to proposals under Rule
14a-8. First, the notion that a stockholder "may seek to transact other
corporate business" does not make sense outside the context of Rule 14a-8.
Second, it is reasonable to conclude this bylaw applies only to proposals
shareholders want included on management's proxy materials because the
bylaw sets the deadline for notice specifically in advance of the release of
management's proxy form. Third, and most importantly, the explicit
language of the final sentence makes clear that the scope of the bylaw is

The policy basis for this rule of construction rests in the belief that the shareholder franchise is
the ideological underpinning upon which the legitimacy of directorial power rests.' (footnotes
omitted, quoting Centaur Partners,582 A.2d at 927)).
7See Amended and Restated Bylaws of CNET Networks, Inc., Art. II, § 3 ("Written or
printed notice of the annual meeting, stating the place, day and hour thereof, shall be given to each
stockholder entitled to vote thereat, in the manner stated in Article VII, Section 1, at such address
as appears on the books of the Corporation or to any electronic mail address provided to the
Corporation by a stockholder, not less than ten days nor more than sixty days before the date of
the meeting.").
'gSee id. ("Any stockholder of the Corporation that has been the beneficial owner of at
least $1,000 of securities entitled to vote at an annual meeting for at least one year may seek to
transact other corporate business at the annual meeting").
'9See id. ("provided that such business is set forth in a written notice and mailed by
certified mail to the Secretary of the Corporation and received no later than 120 calendar days in
advance of the date of the Corporation's proxy statement released to security-holders in connection
with the previous year's annual meeting of security holders (or, if no annual meeting was held in
the previous year or the date of the annual meeting has been changed by more than 30 calendar
days from the date contemplated at the time of the previous year's proxy statement, a reasonable
time before the solicitation is made").
21See id. ("Notwithstanding the foregoing, such notice must also comply with any
applicable federal securities laws establishing the circumstances under which the Corporation is
required to include the proposal in its proxy statement or form of proxy.").
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limited to proposals and nominations a shareholder wishes to have included
on management's form of proxy.
A.

Shareholders "may seek" to bring proposals under Rule
14a-8; outside that rule, shareholderssimply "may bring"
such proposals.

At the heart of the corporate form lies the fundamental principle of
separation of ownership and management.2 1 Directors must keep generally
informed of corporate affairs so as to fulfill their "affirmative duty to
protect [the shareholders'] interests and to proceed with a critical eye in
assessing information. '22 Managers, of course, have the far more onerous
task of operating the company each day. Shareholders, however, are
generally passive and may exercise their rights usually once a year by
voting at the corporation's annual meeting.
Yet, even with only this single task, most shareholders are rationally apathetic, the prevailing wisdom explains. Individual investors have too
little "skin in the game" to rationally devote the time and energy necessary
to keep themselves aware of the details of the corporation's performance or
to campaign for corporate change. 23 Furthermore, with ownership diffused
among so many holders, there exists a problem of collective action.
Although the rise of institutional investment may have significantly
narrowed the "gulf between management and ownership.., because there
may now be perhaps as few as ten or twelve such holders contributing a
decisive voice to a particular issue, '24 the simple fact remains that most
shareholders have better things to do than attend a company's annual
Nevertheless, these 25shareholders-be they individual or
meeting.
institutional-may vote via proxy.
As a result, the real action in corporate elections is in the proxy
solicitation process, 26 and that process is heavily regulated by both state and
2

'See 8 Del. C. § 141 (a) ("The business and affairs of every corporation organized under
this chapter shall be managed by or under the direction of a board of directors ....); Aronson v.
Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 811 (Del. 1984), overruledon other groundsby Brehm v. Eisner, 746 A.2d
244 (Del. 2000).
22
Smith v. Van Gorkom, 488 A.2d 858, 872 (Del. 1985).
23
See generally ADOLPH BERLE & GARDINER MEANS, THE MODERN CORPORATION AND
PRIVATE PROPERTY (1932); Bernard S. Black, Shareholder Passivity Reexamined, 89 MICH. L.
REV. 520 (1990).
24
James D. Cox, The ALl, Institutionalization, and Disclosure: The Quest for the
Spine, 61 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1233, 1259 (1993).
Outside Director's
25
See 8 Del. C. § 212.
26CHARLES R.T. O'KELLEY & ROBERT B. THOMPSON, CORPORATIONS AND OTHER
BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 208 (5th ed. 2006) ("Both management and those who seek to oppose
management on any matter to be voted on at the meeting must themselves solicit proxies from
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federal law.27 More importantly, the solicitation process is extraordinarily
expensive.2 8 The traditional proxy contest "involve[s] a fight between
management and insurgent shareholders over the control of the corporation
in the annual election of directors. ' '29 Generally, although management is
reimbursed for its proxy expenses from the corporate coffers, insurgent
shareholders finance their own bid and can hope for reimbursement only if
that bid is successful. 30 Such a rule undoubtedly proves intimidating and
likely discourages many shareholders from attempting to wage a proxy
contest.
To attempt to give shareholders a greater ability to bring proposals
without the cost associated with a fully waged proxy contest, the Securities
Exchange Commission in 1942 adopted Rule 14a-8. 31 The current version
of Rule 14a-8 describes the circumstances under which management must
include a shareholder proposal in its own proxy materials.32 Permitting a
shareholder access to the company's proxy greatly reduces the cost that
would otherwise be associated with a proxy fight, but the SEC gave and the
SEC hath taken away. 33 Rule 14a-8 may allow a shareholder access to
management's proxy, but such access comes at a price. First, to be eligible
to even submit a proposal for inclusion, a shareholder must own a certain
amount of equity and have been a holder for a year.3 4 Second, a shareholder
can submit only one proposal per year and the text of the proposal cannot

shareholders who will not attend in person. Thus, in most large corporations, the true 'contest' in
any disputed matter occurs at the proxy solicitation stage rather than at the actual annual
meeting."). 27
RANDALL S. THOMAS & CATHERINE T. DIXON, ARANOW & EINHORN ON PROXY

CONTESTS FOR CORPORATE CONTROL § 1.01 [A] (3d ed. 2001 supp.) "Regulation of the proxy
voting process this became a shared responsibility of the federal and state governments").
2
Id. § 21.01; See, e.g., Mark A. Stach, An Overview of Legal and Tactical
Considerationsin Proxy Contests: The Primary Means of Effecting Fundamental Corporate
Change in the 1990s, 13 GEO. MASON L. REV. 745, 776 (1991) (noting that, in a proxy fight for
control of Lockheed, "the incumbents spent approximately $8 million and the insurgents spent
approximately
$6 million").
29
HAROLD D. BLOOMENTHAL & SAMUEL WOLFF, SECURITIES AND FEDERAL CORPORATE

LAW § 24:39 (2d ed. 2007 supp.).
3
°See 4 LouiS LOSS & JOEL SELIGMAN, SECURITIES REGULATION 1917-26 (3d ed.
2000); Lucian Arye Bebchuk & Marcel Kahan, A Frameworkfor Analyzing Legal Policy Towards
Proxy Contests, 78 CAL. L. REV. 1073, 1106 (1990) ("[C]ompanies generally pay all the expenses
for the reelection campaign of incumbents, but reimburse challengers only if they gain control
over the board
31 of directors.").
See LOSS & SELIGMAN, supra note 30, at 1992; Patrick J. Ryan, Rule 14a-8,
InstitutionalProposals,and Corporate Democracy, 23 GA. L. REV. 97, 98 (1988).
32
33See 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8.
Cf Job 1:21 (King James) ("the LORD gave, and the LORD hath taken away").
3417 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(b). This requirement, added in the 1983 amendments,
originally set the ownership floor at $1000. See Ryan, supra note 31, at 115. The Rule has
subsequently been revised and the requirement changed to $2000.
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exceed 500 words. 35 Third, and most importantly, management may
exclude a shareholder proposal for any of thirteen reasons enumerated in the
Rule. 36 Thus, although Rule 14a-8 does open the doors to management's
proxy materials, management retains significant power as a gatekeeper.37
In sum, Rule 14a-8 is a compromise that allows for the presentation
of some shareholder proposals without the cost of soliciting proxies, but
what a shareholder may do under Rule 14a-8 is far different than what a
shareholder may do on his or her own. 38 Notably, the other rules promulated under the authority of section 14 of the 1934 Exchange Act 3 9 do not
give management the power to stop shareholders from presenting proposals
and nominations.'
It is in this sense, then, that one understands the use of the phrase
"any stockholder of the corporation ... may seek to transactother corporate
business at the annual meeting."'" To the extent a shareholder wishes to
submit a proposal that will be reported in management's proxy, the
shareholder may seek inclusion. To the extent a shareholder wishes to put

35§ 240.14a-8(c)-(d).

36§ 240.14a-8(i); see also OKELLEY & THOMPSON, supra note 26, at 214 ("If any of

these exceptions applies, then a corporation may refuse to include the submitted proposal in its
proxy material."). The reasons management may exclude a proposal are varied, and include a
shareholder's attempt to nominate a new director. See § 240.14a-8(i)(8) (noting that management
may exclude a shareholder proposal "[i]f the proposal relates to a nomination or an election for
membership on the company's board of directors or analogous governing body or a procedure for
such nomination or election"). Thus, under the rule, management could refuse a shareholder
proposal-like JANA's-that relates to an election. However, the Rule does not require management to exclude such proposals, and to the extent the bylaws provide for such proposals,
management may include them.
37See Ryan, supra note 31, at 110 ("Viewed in isolation, management's power to
exclude proposals under rule 14a-8 appears so extensively drawn as to eliminate any meaningful
shareholder38proposal.").
See Elizabeth Cosenza, The Holy Grailof Corporate Governance Reform: Independence or Democracy?, 2007 BYU L. REV. 1, 43-44 (2007) (noting available alternatives to Rule
14a-8, specifically that "any shareholder may conduct an election contest at his or her own
expense"); cf Leo E. Strine, Toward a True Corporate Republic: A TraditionalistResponse to
Bebchuck's Solutionfor Improving CorporateAmerica, 119 HARV. L. REV. 1759, 1773 (2006) ("If
investors truly believe that a board is governing poorly and hiding behind its classified status, the
traditionalist, in the great spirit of American non-wimpiness, says 'elect your own slate,' who can
then change the system.").
'915 U.S.C. § 78n (2006).

4°
41 See 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-t to 240.14b-2.
The Court's reference to the federal securities laws in no way contravenes the parol
evidence rule, because such reference does not contradict the plain, unambiguous language of the
bylaw. The reference to the federal securities laws simply provides the context in which a
reasonable, third-party observer would understand the bylaw's language. See McKinney Family
Ltd. P'ship v. Stubbs, 931 A.2d 1006 (TABLE), 2007 WL 1885121, at *2 n.9 (Del. July 2, 2007)
("'The parol evidence rule prevents the consideration of oral evidence that would contradicteither
total or partial integrated agreements."' (quoting Taylor v. Jones, C.A. No. 1498-K, 2002 WL
31926612, at *3 (Del. Ch. Dec. 17, 2002)).
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a proposal before his or her fellow shareholders in the form of an
independently financed proxy solicitation, however, the federal securities
laws do not require the shareholder to seek management's approval.
The language itself is key here, particularly the predicate of the
sentence: may seek to transact ...business. The business of an annual
meeting is the election and voting process.42 Thus, the bylaw says that a
qualified shareholder may seek to transact an election-in other words, may
seek to put an issue or nominations up for an election. The phrase "may
seek" suggests that the shareholder must ask for permission or approval to
make such a proposal. 43 A shareholder essentially requests the inclusion of
a proposal in management's proxy materials under Rule 14a-8; outside that
rule, however, a shareholder simply makes a proposal. Thus, the "may seek
to transact" language of the bylaw envisions use of Rule 14a-8. Because
JANA intends to finance its own proxy solicitation, such language indicates
that the bylaw does not apply to JANA's proposals. 4
B.

The bylaw establishes a deadline that would permit the
corporation to include approved proposals in its form of
proxy.

The second indication that the Notice Bylaw does not apply to
JANA's independently funded proxy solicitation is that the bylaw
establishes its deadline for notice by reference to the date on which the
CNET will mail its own proxy materials. Specifically, a shareholder seeking to make a proposal under the bylaw is required to inform the CNET
corporate secretary via written notice "received no later than 120 calendar
days in advance of the state of the Corporation's proxy statement" or, if
there was no annual meeting the previous year or if this year's meeting date

42

See 8 Del. C. § 211 (b) ("Unless directors are elected by written consent in lieu of an
annual meeting as permitted by this subsection, an annual meeting of stockholders shall be held
for the election of directors" (emphasis added)); CoaxialCommc'ns, Inc. v. CNA FinancialCorp.,
367 A.2d 994, 998 (Del. 1976) ("The mandate of 8 Del. C. § 211 (b) is that an annual meeting of
stockholders 'shall be held for the election of directors'); Clabault v. CaribbeanSelect, Inc., 805
A.2d 913, 917 (Del. Ch. 2002) ("The case law interpreting Section 211 (c) strongly favors the
convening of an annual meeting for the purpose of electing directors when the factual predicate
defined by 43the statute is shown"), affd, 846 A.2d 237 (Del. 2003).
WEBSTER'S H NEW COLLEGE DICTIONARY 999 (2d ed. 1995) (defining "seek" as "To
ask for: REQUEST").
44Cf Bernstein v. Tractmanager,Inc., C.A. No. 2763-VCL, 2007 WL 4179088, at *4
(Del. Ch. Nov. 20, 2007) (referring to statutes and policy behind statutes while interpreting
unambiguous bylaw provisions); Frankinov. Gleason,C.A. No. 17399, 1999 WL 1032773, at *4
(Del. Ch. Nov. 5, 1999) (considering "Delaware's 'general policy against disenfranchisement"'
when construing a company's bylaws).
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has changed significantly from the previous year, "a reasonable time before
the solicitation is made."
In other words, this bylaw requires a shareholder bringing a
proposal to give advance notice, but ties the deadline for that notice
explicitly to the release of CNET's proxy materials. The most reasonable
explanation for so requiring is that the bylaw is designed to allow
management time to include the shareholder proposal in it own 4proxy
5
materials. A similar requirement is established by Rule 14a-8 itself.
CNET's contention that this bylaw merely acts as an advance notice
bylaw is undercut by this Court's previous encounters with advance notice
bylaws. An advance notice bylaw is one that requires stockholders wishing
to make nominations or proposals at a corporation's annual meeting to give
notice of their intention in advance of so doing. 46 This Court has upheld
such bylaws in the past 47 but has warned that "when advance notice bylaws
unduly restrict the stockholder franchise or are applied inequitably, they
will be struck down." 48 This Court cannot find a single example of a
permissible advance notice bylaw that has set the notice required by
reference to the release of the company's proxy statement. 49 Although not
dispositive, this suggests that the CNET Notice Bylaw is designed to govern

45

See 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(e)(2) ("The proposal must be received at the company's
principal executive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the date of the company's proxy
statement released to shareholders in connection with the previous year's annual meeting.
However, if the company did not hold an annual meeting the previous year, or if the date of this
year's annual meeting has been changed by more than 30 days from the date of the previous year's
meeting, then the deadline is a reasonable time before the company begins to print and send its
proxy materials").
46
See, e.g., Openwave Sys. Inc. v. HarbingerCapital PartnersMaster Fund I, Ltd., 924
A.2d 228, 238-39 (Del. Ch.2007) (defining advance notice bylaws as "provisions that require
stockholders to provide the corporation with prior notice of their intent to nominate directors along
with information about their nominees"); Accipiter Life Sciences Fund, L.P. v. Heifer, 905 A.2d
115, 125 (Del. Ch. 2006).
47
See, e.g., Stroud v. Grace, 606 A.2d 75, 95 (Del. 1992).
48
Openwave, 924 A.2d at 239.
49
See Openwave, 924 A.2d 228 (upholding bylaws that require advance notice be given
"not less than 20 days nor more than 90 days prior to the first anniversary of the preceding year's
annual meeting"); Accipiter, 905 A.2d 115 (upholding bylaws that require notice be given within
ten days from the public announcement of the annual meeting date); HarbingerCapitalPartners
Master Fund 1, Ltd. v. Nw. Corp., C.A. No. 1937-N, 2006 WL 572823 (Del. Ch. Feb. 23, 2006)
(denying motion to expedite in case challenging advance notice bylaw that required plaintiff "to
identify its slate of proposed board candidates three months in advance of the meeting"); Mentor
Graphics Corp. v. Quickturn Design Sys., Inc., 728 A.2d 25, 42 (Del. Ch. 1998) (discussing, but
not ruling on the validity of, an advance notice bylaw requiring notice be given 90-100 days
before a meeting), affd sub nomine Quickturn Design Sys., Inc. v. Shapiro, 721 A.2d 1281 (Del.
1998); see also In re Unitrin,Inc. S'holders Litig., C.A. No. 13656, 1994 WL 698483 (Del. Ch.
Oct. 13, 1994) (implicitly upholding an advance notice bylaw requiring notice be given 60 days
in advance of meeting), rev'd on other grounds sub nomine Unitrin, Inc. v. Am. Gen'l Corp., 651
A.2d 1361 (Del. 1995).
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shareholder proposals under Rule 14a-8 rather than to operate as an advance
notice bylaw. CNET is correct that it has no other advance notice provision
and that if the Notice Bylaw is interpreted to apply only to 14a-8 proposals,
then "any of CNET's thousands of stockholders are free to raise for the first
time and present any proposals they desire at the Annual Meeting." 50
Although this may sound daunting, it is the default rule in Delaware.5
C.

The reference to Rule 14a-8 in the final sentence of the
bylaw defines its scope.

Most persuasively, the final sentence of the Notice Bylaw
establishes that the bylaw applies only to proposals that shareholders seek
to have included on the company's proxy materials. That sentence provides,
"Notwithstanding the foregoing, such notice must also comply with any
applicable federal securities laws establishing the circumstances under
which the Corporation is required to include the proposal in its proxy
statement or form of proxy." The "applicable federal securities laws" that
establish "the circumstances under which the Corporation is required to
include" shareholder proposals in its proxy materials clearly refer to Rule
14a-8. 2 Such reference reminds shareholders seeking to make proposals
under the bylaw that Rule 14a-8 sets requirements in addition to those laid
53
out in the bylaw itself.
The specific language used in the final sentence of the bylaw
mandates my conclusion that the bylaw only applies to Rule 14a-8
proposals. By using the phrase "such notice," the sentence refers back to
the notice described in the preceding sentence that a shareholder must give
(i.e., the notice given to the CNET corporate secretary in advance of the
release of the corporation's proxy materials). The sentence goes on to say
that, despite any earlier indication to the contrary,5 4 such notice must
comply fully with Rule 14a-8. The bylaw incorporates all of the requirements of Rule 14a-8, a rule promulgated by the SEC to give certain-but
not all-shareholders limited access to the corporate proxy materials.

51Def.'s Answering Br. at 17.
5t
See 8 Del. C. § 222(a) (requiring advance notice of business in special meetings but
not in annual
meetings).
52
See JAMES D. Cox, ROBERT W. HILLMAN, & DONALD C. LANGEVOORT, SECURITIES

REGULATION CASES AND MATERIALS 939-42 (5th ed. 2006); Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 30,
at 1912. 53
See, e.g., 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(d) (noting that shareholder proposals may not exceed
500 words).
5'he sentence begins, "Notwithstanding the foregoing."
55
Melvin Aron Eisenberg, Access to the Corporate Proxy Machinery,83 HARv. L. REV.
1489, 1502 (1970) ("[Rlule 14a-8 proves explicitly that certain types of shareholder proposals
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There is no reason for CNET to have grafted Rule 14a-8's burdensome
requirements onto its Notice Bylaw if that bylaw applied outside the context
of 14a-8 proposals.
The "rule of construction in favor of franchise rights ''5 6 buttresses
this conclusion. Delaware courts have long recognized that the "right of
shareholders to participate in the voting process includes the right to
nominate an opposing slate. '5 7 As I have concluded above, the Notice
Bylaw clearly purports to incorporate all of Rule 14a-8's requirements.
Those substantial requirements find themselves part of Rule 14a-8 because
that rule is a compromise: shareholders have access to management's proxy
materials, but only if they meet the rule's significant procedural prerequisites.58 The SEC was justified in imposing such taxing requirements
because corporate proxy machinery needed to be protected from abuse by
self-serving shareholders.5 9 The rule's requirements do not burden those
shareholders who seek to fund their own proxy solicitation. 60 Because Rule
14a-8 imposes restrictions and requirements on the nomination process, and
because the "rule of construction in favor of franchise rights" instructs me
to interpret bylaw provisions "in the manner most favorable to the free
exercise of traditional electoral rights,"' 61 I conclude that CNET's Notice
Bylaw does not apply to shareholder proposals and nominations brought
outside rule 14a-8.62

must be included in the corporation's proxy materials if they are made by a holder of voting
securities subject to the Proxy Rules. However, the access so provided is severely restricted in a
variety of ways.").
56
Harrah'sEntm't, Inc. v. JCC Holding Co., 802 A.2d 294, 310 (Del. Ch. 2002).
57
Linton v. Everett, C.A. No. 15219, 1997 WL 441189, at *9 (Del. Ch. July 21, 1997);
see also Hubbardv. Hollywood Park Realty Enters., Inc., C.A. No. 11779, 1991 WL 3151, at *5
(Del. Ch. Jan. 14, 1991).
58
See part IV.A of this decision.
59
See Eisenberg, supra note 55, at 1493-94 ("[T]he corporate proxy machinery is just
that-corporate proxy machinery, constructed of corporate assets, and fueled with corporate
funds. Thus, it cannot be appropriated to personal ends ....).
6
"See Loss & SELIGMAN, supra note 30, at 1993 n.186 ("Any shareholder proponent
who is willing to bear the expense of proceeding under Rule 14a-7 is not subject to the full
panoply of Rule 14a-8 procedural requirements.").
6
Harrah'sEntm't, 802 A.2d at 312.
62
CNET notes that it has interpreted the Notice Bylaw to be applicable to all shareholder
proposals and has disclosed its interpretation in pre-litigation documents like the company's proxy
statement for the 2007 annual meeting. CNET argues that this expressed, pre-litigation position
should be viewed as evidence of the meaning of the parties' mutual understanding of the provision.
However, the bylaw in question was not a bilaterally negotiated contract between CNET and its
public shareholders (it was adopted before CNET's IPO) and, therefore, CNETs authority
regarding the use of pre-litigation conduct as evidence is inapposite. See SI Mgmt. L.P. v.
Wininger, 707 A.2d 37, 43 (Del. 1998) ("[U]nless extrinsic evidence can speak to the intent of all
parties to a contract, it provides an incomplete guide with which to interpret contractual
language.").
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V. CONCLUSION
CNET's Notice Bylaw unambiguously applies only to proposals and
nominations a shareholder wishes to have included in the corporate proxy
materials. The language of the provision-construed as required by
law-mandates this conclusion. First, the bylaw notes that a shareholder
"may seek" to have an issue brought to a vote. The precatory nature of the
bylaw recalls the inherently precatory nature of Rule 14a-8. Second, a
shareholder who seeks to make a proposal under the bylaw must submit
notice to the company in time to have the company include the proposal on
its own form of proxy. This timing requirement only makes sense in the
context of Rule 14a-8 and does not mirror any of the generally applicable
advance notice bylaws that this Court has previously found valid. Finally,
the last sentence of the bylaw purportedly grafts onto the bylaw all of the
requirements of Rule 14a-8. Those requirements far exceed the default
rules under Delaware law and were designed by the SEC only to apply in
the context of Rule 14a-8. Under this Court's rules of construction favoring
the free exercise of shareholders' electoral rights, I must read that final
sentence to set the scope of the bylaw narrowly and, therefore, conclude
that the bylaw does not apply outside the context of Rule 14a-8.
Because JANA does not request CNET to include its proposals or
nominations in the corporate proxy materials, JANA need not comply with
the Notice Bylaw's requirements. Because I have concluded that the bylaw
does not apply to JANA in this circumstance, I will not consider its
hypothetical validity were it to apply as CNET contended.
The parties shall submit a form of order implementing this decision
within seven days from this date.
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LEV1IT CORP. v. OFFICE DEPOT, INC.
No. 3622-VCN
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware,New Castle
April 14, 2008
Michael D. Goldman, Esquire, and Stephen C. Norman, Esquire, of Potter
Anderson & Corroon LLP, Wilmington, Delaware; and David B. Hennes,
Esquire, Susanna J. Gray, Esquire, and Michael F. Savicki, Equire, of Fried,
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP, New York, New York, of counsel,
for plaintiff.
Gregory P. Williams, Esquire, Richard P. Rollo, Esquire, John D.
Hendershot, Esquire, and Scott W. Perkins, Esquire, of Richards, Layton &
Finger, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; and Andrew C. Houston, Esquire, and
Jonathan Goldin, Esquire, of Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, New York,
New York, of counsel, for defendant.
NOBLE,

Vice Chancellor
I. INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff Levitt Corp. ("Levitt") seeks a declaration that it may
nominate two candidates for election to the board of directors of Defendant
Office Depot, Inc. ("Office Depot"), a Delaware corporation, at the
company's 2008 annual stockholders meeting (the "Annual Meeting"),
scheduled for April 23, 2008. Office Depot relies upon the "advance
notice" provision of its bylaws (the "Bylaws") to justify its rejection of
Levitt's nominations. Both parties have moved for judgment on the
pleadings in accordance with Court of Chancery Rule 12(c). For the
reasons that follow, Levitt's motion is granted and Office Depot's motion is
denied.
II. BACKGROUND
Levitt has historically been a real estate development company.
Looking to the future, Levitt intends to expand the range of its investments.
As of March 3, 2007, the record date for the Annual Meeting, Levitt was the
beneficial owner of 200 shares of Office Depot common stock. When
Levitt filed this action on March 17, 2008, it beneficially owned more than
3,000,000 shares of Office Depot common stock through Woodbridge
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Equity Fund, LLLP, an entity wholly-owned by Levitt. These holdings
comprise just over one percent of Office Depot's outstanding common
stock.
Office Depot is a global supplier of office products and services.
Because of what it perceives as Office Depot's "performance problems,"
Levitt wants to replace two members of Office Depot's twelve member
board with its own nominees at the Annual Meeting.
Office Depot announced the logistical information for its
stockholders meeting, as well as its agenda, in a Notice of Annual Meeting
of Shareholders (the "Notice"), dated March 14, 2008.' The first three
sections of the Notice provide the date, time, and location of the meeting.
Of more importance to the resolution of this controversy, the Notice
contains an agenda under an "items of business" heading; the first entry
reads: "1. To elect twelve (12) members of the Board of Directors for the
term described in this Proxy Statement. ,2
In the Proxy Materials that accompanied the Notice, Office Depot's
Board further elaborated on the Annual Meeting. In a section entitled
"Purposes of the Meeting," the Board informed its stockholders that the
"Annual Meeting will consider important matters outlined in the Notice of
this Meeting." 3 Later, the Board reported that the twelve individuals now
serving as Office Depot's directors had been nominated for election at the
Annual Meeting.4 In addition to identifying those candidates, Office
Depot's stockholders were told that substitute nominations would be
proposed in the event that any named nominee would be unable to serve.
The voting procedures for both contested and uncontested elections were set
forth. In a contested election, where the number of candidates exceeds the
number of positions to be filled, the nominees receiving the greatest number
of votes are to be elected. In an uncontested election, each nominee is
elected by receiving a majority of the votes cast.5
Levitt filed its own preliminary proxy statement soliciting proxies
in support of its two nominees with the SEC on March 17, 2008. Levitt did
not, however, attempt to give advance notice of its intention to propose

'Affidavit of Andrew C. Houston, Ex. F (hereinafter "Proxy Materials"), at 5 (the
"Notice").

2

The other items of business listed in the Notice include approving Office Depot's bonus
plan for executive management; ratifying the audit committee's appointment of Deloitte & Touche
as the company's independent accounting firm; and transacting any other business that may

properly come before the meeting.
3

Proxy Materials, at 8. Office Depot's annual report was also included in this transmittal
to its stockholders.
4
Proxy Materials, at 11.
5

1d.
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these nominees, as Office Depot argues was required by Article II, Section
14 of the Bylaws ("Section 14"), which provides in pertinent part:
Section 14. Stockholder Proposals. At an annual
meeting of the stockholders, only such business shall be
conducted as shall have been properly brought before the
meeting. To be properly brought before an annual
meeting, business must be (i) specified in the notice of the
meeting (or any supplement thereto) given by or at the
direction of the Board of Directors, (ii) otherwise properly
brought before the meeting by or at the direction of the
Board of Directors or (iii) otherwise properly brought
before the meeting by a stockholder of the corporation who
was a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice
provided for in this Section, who is entitled to vote at the
meeting and who complied with the notice procedures set
forth in this Section. For business to be properly brought
before an annual meeting by a stockholder, the stockholder
must have given timely notice thereof in writing to the
Secretary ....
To be timely, a stockholder's notice shall be
received at the company's principal office. . ., not less than
120 calendar days before the date of Company's proxy
statement released to shareholders in connection with the
previous year's annual meeting....
Such stockholder's notice shall set forth as to each
matter the stockholder proposes to bring before the annual
meeting (i) a brief description of the business desired to be
brought before the meeting and the reasons for conducting
such business at the meeting and any material interest in
such business of such stockholder and the beneficial
owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made; and
(ii) as to the stockholder giving the notice and the
beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is
made (A) the name and address of such stockholder ....
(B) the class and number of shares of the corporation
which are owned of record and beneficially .... and (iii)
in the event that such business includes a proposal to
amend either the Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws of
the corporation, the language of the proposed amendment.
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Nothing in these Bylaws shall be deemed to affect any
rights of the stockholders to request inclusion of proposals
in the corporation's proxy statement pursuant to Rule 14a-8
under the Exchange Act.6
Neither Section 14 nor any other provision of the Bylaws expressly
mandates advance notice of competing director nominations.
In order for an item of business to be considered at an annual
meeting, it must be "properly brought before the meeting." The Bylaws
prescribe three means by which an item of business can appear on the
agenda for consideration at the Annual Meeting. First, one path is through
inclusion in the notice of the meeting issued at the Board's behest. Second,
the item may be "otherwise properly brought before the meeting by or at the
direction of the Board of Directors." Third, an item may "otherwise [be]
properly brought before the meeting by a stockholder of the corporation
who was a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice provided for
in this Section, who is entitled to vote at the meeting and who complied
with the notice procedures set forth in this Section."
For a stockholder to bring business before an annual meeting, the
stockholder must give timely notice to the Secretary of the corporation.
Timely notice is defined in Section 14 as notice received "not less than 120
days before the date of the Company's proxy statement released to
shareholders in connection with the previous year's annual meeting .... ,,7
In this instance, compliance would have required Levitt to give its notice
141 days before the Annual Meeting. 8
Unlike Section 14, earlier versions of Office Depot's Bylaws had
explicitly required advance notice of director nominations. Specifically,
Article I, Section 5 of Office Depot's 1996 Bylaws provided:
At an annual meeting of stockholders, only such business
shall be conducted, and only such proposals shall be acted
upon, as shall have been brought before the annual
meeting ....
by any stockholder of the corporation who
6

Compi., Ex. A (the Bylaws), Art. 11,
§ 14 (emphasis added).
Earlier versions of the Bylaws tied the time for submission of shareholder proposals
to the date of the previous annual meeting (and not to the release of the prior year's proxy
statement). See Compl., Ex. C (Office Depot's 2000 Bylaws), at Art. II, § 14.
8
Office Depot's 2007 proxy statement was released on April 7, 2007. Given that the
Annual Meeting is scheduled for April 23, 2008, Levitt would have needed to give advance notice
120 days prior to April 7, 2008, which is a date 141 days prior to the Annual Meeting's scheduled
date.
7
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complies with the requirements of this Article II, Section
5 .... For a proposal to be properly brought before an
annual meeting by a stockholder, the stockholder must
have given timely advance notice thereof in writing to the
Secretary of the corporation... A stockholder's notice to
the Secretary shall set forth,. . . if such proposal includes
the nomination of directors, the information required by
Article III, Section 3. 9
Article III, Section 3 of the 1996 Bylaws required the stockholder to
provide certain information about the nominee, such as her name, age, and
address;' "timely advance notice" required a stockholder to deliver notice
not less than 90 days before the date of the previous year's annual meeting."
III. CONTENTIONS
In support of its motion for judgment on the pleadings, Levitt
advances four principal arguments. First, Levitt observes that the Bylaws
do not include an express advance notice restriction on director nominations
by stockholders; it emphasizes that the current Bylaws, in contrast to earlier
versions, say nothing about the nomination of directors. This, according to
Levitt, is evidence that the Bylaws do not require advance notice of
nominations. Second, Levitt asserts that the term "business" in Section 14
does not "clearly and unambiguously" include the nomination of directors,
and, given the special prominence of the shareholder franchise under
Delaware law, restrictions that are not clear and unambiguous should not be
interpreted to limit shareholder democracy. Third, Levitt argues in the
alternative that if the term "business" does encompass director nominations,
no additional notice is required because Office Depot has already properly
made director nominations an item of business before the Annual Meeting
through the Notice's general reference to the election of directors. Fourth,
Levitt argues that, if applicable, the advance notice period prescribed by
12
Section 14 is unreasonably long.
In response, Office Depot contends that the plain and unambiguous
language of Section 14, as supported by its history, governs director
nominations by stockholders and requires advance notice. It also argues

9

Compl., Ex. B (the "1996 Bylaws"), at Art. II, § 5.
I1d., at Art. III, § 3.

"Id., at Art. H,§ 5.
2
Levitt also suggests that the advance notice provision, with its notice period measured
by reference to the date of the release of proxy statements, should be limited to only those
stockholder proposals that are to be included in Office Depot's proxy materials.
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that Levitt's claim 3regarding the length of the notice period is not properly
before the Court.'
IV. ANALYSIS
The parties have cross-moved for judgment on the pleadings under
Court of Chancery Rule 12(c). If no material facts are in dispute and a
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law, a court may grant a
motion for judgment on the pleadings.' 4 "Corporate charters and by-laws
are contracts among the shareholders of a corporation,"' 5 and the proper
interpretation and construction of a contract is a question of law. 6 Because
determining the meaning of a contractual provision is a question of law, and
because the parties have entered a stipulation limiting and agreeing upon the
universe of relevant facts implicated by the current controversy, judgment
on the pleadings is appropriate in this case. 7
A. Section 14's Application to Stockholders' Nomination of Directors
Under Delaware law, no advance notice of a stockholder's intent to
nominate directors at an annual meeting need be given, unless the
corporation has duly imposed such a requirement.'8 Levitt urges that
Section 14 has no application to director nominations. Chiefly, Levitt
argues that, because Section 14 makes no explicit reference to director
nominations, it cannot serve to exclude Levitt's intended nominations,
especially given the solicitude shown by Delaware courts for the
shareholder franchise. 9 Levitt posits that a shareholder's right to vote
includes the right to nominate opposing candidates, 20 and, because of the
importance of shareholder nomination rights, any restriction of those rights
must be "clear and unambiguous." 2' Levitt offers that Section 14 contains
' 3This claim, which first appeared in Office Depot's opening brief, was not set forth in
the Complaint.
4
JANA Master FundLtd. v. CNET Networks, Inc., 2008 WL 660556, at *3 (Del. Ch.
Mar. 13, 2008),
expedited appeal granted, No. 141, 2008 (Del. Mar. 19, 2008).
15
Centaur P'ners, IVv.Nat'l Intergroup, Inc., 582 A.2d 923, 928 (Del. 1990).

' 67 E.g., JANA, 2008 WL 660556, at *3.
1 Notwithstanding the parties' stipulation, both have gone, to a limited extent, beyond
the agreed-upon set of facts. Those excursions, however, have not involved facts material to the
Court's analysis.
8
JANA, 2008 WL 660556, at *6 (citing 8 Del. C. § 222(a)).
19

See, e.g., Blasius Indus., Inc. v. Atlas Corp., 564 A.2d 651,659 (Del. Ch. 1988) ("The

shareholder franchise is the ideological underpinning upon which the legitimacy of directorial
power rests."); id. at 659 n.2 ("Delaware courts have long exercised a most sensitive and protective
regard for the free and effective exercise of voting rights.").
'OE.g.,
Linton v. Everett, 1997 WL 441189, at *9 (Del. Ch. July 31, 1997).
21
See, e.g., Harrah's Ente't, Inc. v. JCC Holding Co., 802 A.2d 294, 310 (Del. Ch.
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no such clear and unambiguous restriction and that the Court should not
impose one. Comparing the 1996 Bylaws, which had made explicit
reference to director nominations, with the current Bylaws, Levitt argues
that had Office Depot intended to include such a restriction, it knew how to
do so. Further, Levitt notes that after eliminating the provisions explicitly
governing advance notice of director nominations, Office Depot did not
disclose that it intended for Section 14 to apply to director nominations by
stockholders. As a result, Levitt contends that the only conclusion a reasonable stockholder could draw from comparing those two documents is that
Office Depot intended to eliminate the advance notice requirement for
director nominations.22
Levitt also argues that because the timing of the advance notice is
linked to the release date of Office Depot's proxy statement, advance notice
would be necessary, if at all, only for the stockholder who seeks inclusion
of a proposal in Office Depot's proxy materials and not where, as here, the
proposal or nomination is shareholder-funded.2 3 Finally, Levitt contends
that because Office Depot was solely responsible for drafting the Bylaws,
any ambiguous terms must be construed against it under both the contra
preferentem principle of contract construction 24 and Delaware law teaching
that ambiguous terms limiting shareholders' default electoral rights are to
be construed in favor of shareholder democracy.'
On the other hand, Office Depot notes that the same rules governing contract construction are applicable to the interpretation of bylaws, and
that if the Bylaws are unambiguous, they are to be enforced according to
their terms. Office Depot considers the Bylaws unambiguous and contends

2002); Rohe v. Reliance Training Network, Inc., 2000 WL 1038190, at *16 (Del. Ch. July 21,
2000).
22The information typically sought from the advance notice of director nomination, e.g.,
the name of the candidate, is not required by Section 14. This, as Levitt points out, is consistent
with its contention that Section 14 does not apply to director nominations.
23This line of argument touches on Rule 14a-8, a rule promulgated under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934. See 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8. Rule 14a-8 allows shareholders to include
their own proposals in management proxy materials under certain circumstances, thus reducing
the costs borne by the shareholder in a proxy fight. See JANA, 2008 WL 660556, at *4. Because
the Court concludes that Levitt was not required to give advance notice in this case, it need not
resolve Levitt's argument that Section 14 is inapplicable to shareholder-funded proposals.
Nevertheless, the Court notes in passing that Section 14 requires that any "business" conducted
at the annual meeting to have been properly brought before it; there is no effort to distinguish
between (i) a shareholder-funded and shareholder-proposed item and (ii) a company-funded but
shareholder-proposed item.
24
Under this principle, the ambiguous terms of a contract drafted solely by one party
should be construed against that party. E.g., S.I. Mgmt. LP. v. Wininger, 707 A.2d 37,42-43 (Del.

1998).

25
E.g., Openwave Sys., Inc. v. Harbinger Capital P'nersMaster Fund 1, Ltd., 924 A.2d
228, 239 (Del. 2007).
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that Section 14, by its plain language, applies to all "business" that a
stockholder may wish to conduct at (or bring before) the Annual Meeting.
According to Office Depot, this plain meaning finds support in the
Delaware General Corporation Law, decisions of this Court, and in other
provisions of the Bylaws themselves. The Court agrees.
Ascertaining the parties' shared intent is the goal of contract
interpretation.26 "Because Delaware adheres to the objective theory of
contract interpretation, the court looks to the most objective indicia of that
intent: the words found in the written instrument."' 27 If the language is
"clear and unambiguous," the plain and ordinary meaning of the words
chosen by the parties will generally establish their intent,2" but where a
contract is "reasonably susceptible of different interpretations or may have
two or more different meanings, it is ambiguous."29 The parties' mere
disagreement over the meaning of contract terms, however, does not by
itself create ambiguity." When ambiguity is encountered in interpreting a
corporation's bylaws,
"doubt is resolved in favor of the stockholders'
1
electoral rights.'
Turning to the text of Section 14, the first sentence reads, "At an
annual meeting of the stockholders, only such business shall be conducted
as shall have been properly brought before the meeting." The plain meaning of the term "business" in this context is an "affair" or "matter."32
Accordingly, Section 14's first sentence, roughly paraphrased, provides that,
for any affair or matter to be conducted or considered at the Annual
Meeting, it must have been properly brought before the meeting. As Levitt
argues and Office Depot recognizes, the sweep of the term "business" is
broad, encompassing almost anything that could transpire at an annual
meeting. But as Office Depot suggests, there is a difference between
breadth and ambiguity, and, although broad, the term "business" is not
ambiguous in this context. Because of the common meaning of "business,"
any affair or matter to be conducted or considered at an annual meeting
must be properly brought before the meeting, and because the nomination
of directors is an affair or matter,33 it follows that Section 14 requires the

26E.g., West Willow-Bay Court, LLC v. Robino-Bay Court Plaza, LLC, 2007 WL
3317551, at *9 (Del. Ch. Nov. 2, 2007), interlocutoryappealdenied, 2007 WL 4857667 (Del. Ch.
Dec. 6, 2007).
17Sassano v. CIBC World Mkts. Corp., 2008 WL 152582, *5 (Del. Ch. Jan. 17, 2008).

2'E.g., West Willow-Bay Court, 2007 WL 3317551, at *9.
29JANA, 2008 WL 660556, at *3 (quotation omitted).
3"West Willow-Bay Court, 2007 WL 3317551, at *9.
3'Openwave Sys., 924 A.2d at 239. See also Harrah'sEntm't, Inc., 802 A.2d at 310.
3NEBSrER'S THIRD INT'L DIcTIONARY 302 (3d ed. 1993).
3"The Court reaches this conclusion after some consideration. Admittedly, a tenable
argument could be advanced that "business," as used in Section 14, refers only to actions to be
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nomination of directors to be "properly brought." Contrary to Levitt's
contention, this interpretation does not require the Court to imply or impose
terms; instead, it merely affords the section's words their plain meaning.
Beyond the basic and dispositive principles of contract
interpretation outlined above, this result also finds support elsewhere in
Delaware law and in the Bylaws themselves. This Court has said that "[t]he
business of an annual meeting is the election and voting process. ' 34
Moreover, the Delaware General Corporation Law, in Section 211(b),
provides that "an annual meeting of stockholders shall be held for the
election of directors" and that "[a]ny other proper business may be
transacted at the annual meeting."35 This language strongly implies that
"business," as used in the Delaware General Corporation Law, encompasses
the election of directors. Although the statutory use of a term is not
necessarily determinative in interpreting a private contract, the Bylaws
mirror this language in Article 1I, Section I, which states, "The annual
meeting of stockholders for the election of directors and the conduct of such
other business as may come before the meeting .... "36 Here again, the use
of the term "other business" in conjunction with "election of directors"
indicates that the election of directors is itself a form of "business." If an
election is business, then the related act of nomination is also business to be
accomplished at the Annual Meeting.
For these reasons, the Court concludes that the nomination of
directors is unambiguously within the purview of the term "business," and
thus stockholder director nominations implicate Section 14's advance notice
provision. Having found the term "business" unambiguous in this
application, the Court declines to consult the extrinsic evidence or invoke
any principle of statutory construction applicable to the interpretation of
ambiguous terms.37
taken by the stockholders as a whole at the annual meeting. Under such a view, the result of a
shareholder vote on an individual director candidate would constitute "business" because it was
an action of the group as whole, but a nomination would not be "business" as that term is used in
Section 14 because the act of nominating a candidate is not an official action of the stockholders
as a whole. Ultimately, however, the Court concludes that the broad, but plain, meaning of the
term is controlling. The act of nominating someone as a candidate for election as a director is an
"affair" or "matter"-or, in the wording of Section 14, "business"--to be considered at the
stockholders' meeting.
34JANA, 2008 WL 660556, at *5.
3'8 Del. C. § 211(b).
36
Bylaws, Art. I, § 1.
3"Because the Court holds the term "business," as used in Section 14, unambiguous, it
need not consult extrinsic evidence or utilize rules of construction designed for determining the
meaning of ambiguous contracts. For example, the rule that doubt surrounding the meaning of
corporate charter and bylaw provisions should be resolved in favor of shareholder democracy is
not implicated by an unambiguous contract. See Harrah'sEntm't, 802 A.2d 294, 310 (applying
this rule of construction after finding the pertinent contract language ambiguous); Rohe, 2000 WL
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B. Section 14's Operationin this Case
With the conclusion that director nominations are within the scope
of Section 14, the Court must now determine whether Levitt was required
to give advance notice of its intention to nominate two directors. Levitt
argues that it was not required to give notice because Office Depot had
already specified in the Notice that the business of the meeting would
include electing directors.38 Office Depot answers that the Notice provided
only for the business of voting for or against its slate of 12 nominees and
that Levitt's interpretation would render the advance notice provision of
little effect in regard to the nomination of directors because every annual
meeting will involve the election of directors and the company's notice will
always state that fact.39

Section 14 provides, "At an annual meeting of the stockholders,
only such business shall be conducted as shall have been properly brought
before the meeting." Continuing, the section states that one way business
may be properly brought before a meeting is for it to be "specified in the
notice of the meeting (or any supplement thereto) given by or at the
direction of the Board of Directors ......
The issue facing the Court then is to determine what business was
properly brought before the meeting by the Notice, a determination that will
answer the question of whether Levitt was relieved of complying with the
advance notice provision because the business of nominating directors for
election had already been properly brought before the meeting. As
described above, the Notice stated that an item of business for the Annual
1038190, at *16 (same). Similarly, the principle of contra preferentem is not implicated where
a contract's terms are unambiguous. See S.L Mgmt., 707 A.2d at 42-43 (applying this rule of
construction after finding ambiguity).
Although both parties have relied upon the amendment history of the Bylaws to a
degree, particularly by way of comparing the 1996 Bylaws with the current Bylaws, the Court
does not find this vein of analysis particularly helpful. Apart from the question of whether or not
the amendment history constitutes extrinsic evidence, cf. Centaur P'ners, 582 A.2d at 927-29,
comparing the current Bylaws to the 1996 Bylaws is not of great assistance because of the wide

range of changes that have been made to the Bylaws over the years, although it does provide some
limited support to Levitt's interpretation.
3

Levitt also argues that because Office Depot has announced that the Levitt candidates
were "timely nominated," it cannot to seek to repudiate that disclosure in this litigation. In a Form
Def. 14A, dated March 24, 2008, Office Depot provided the following additional information

about the Annual Meeting: "Because the number of nominees timely nominated for the Annual
Meeting [necessarily referring to the Levitt nominees because there are no others] exceeds the
number of directors to be elected at the Annual Meeting, the election of directors is a contested
election under Office Depot's bylaws." Supplemental Declaration of David B. Hennes, Ex. L.
Although Levitt argues that Office Depot, with this disclosure, has conceded the debate, the Court
does not rely upon this in reaching its decision.
3
See 8 Del. C. § 211(b) (annual meeting of stockholders will include election of

directors).
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Meeting is to "elect twelve (12) members of the Board of Directors." Office
Depot has argued that the Notice brought before the Annual Meeting only
the narrow business of voting for or against its slate of directors. Such a
reading does not find support in the text of the Notice, which broadly refers
to "elec[ting] ...members of the Board of Directors."' Instead, the Notice
establishes that the business of electing directors, unrestricted by any
limiting qualification, has been properly brought before the Annual Meeting.
The remaining question is whether the business of electing directors
includes the nomination of directors. Of course, nominating candidates and
voting for preferred candidates are separate steps. Levitt has recognized as
much. Notwithstanding this difference, nomination is a critical part of the
election process-in the absence of other nominations, the stockholder
constituency has no electoral choice as between candidates; instead, the
shareholders are left with only an "up or down" vote on the company
sponsored candidates. Despite the role of nominations in giving substance
to elections, i.e., providing shareholders with a selection of candidates,
neither Subchapter VII of the Delaware General Corporation Law4 nor any
provision of Office Depot's Bylaws discusses or imposes limitations on the
nomination process.42 Perhaps the best explanation for this silence is that
the concept of nominations is included within the broader category of
elections. Typically, the election process is understood as spanning from
nomination to voting to vote tabulation to announcement and certification
of the results. Given that the Notice speaks generally of "elect[ing] ...
Directors," an item of business that contemplates putting forth individuals
for stockholder consideration, the Court can discern no persuasive reason
why the business of electing directors should not include the subsidiary
business of nominating directors for election, especially where no guidance
on the nomination process is found in Office Depot's Bylaws or in the
Delaware General Corporation Law.43

'Indeed, the Proxy Materials even describe the mechanics of a contested election, an
inclusion at odds with the assertion that no other nominations would be possible because of the
advance notice provision. See Proxy Materials, at 11; supra text accompanying note 5. The
argument could be advanced that in stating the business as "to elect twelve (12) members of the
Board of Directors," the Notice's use of the word "of' limits the candidates to those directors
currently serving on Office Depot's Board. The Court finds this technical reading unpersuasive.
41
Subchapter VII addresses shareholder meetings, elections, voting, and notice.
42
See 8 Del. C. §§ 211-233. The Bylaws make several references to nominees for
candidacy for the office of director, but do not make provision for any set nomination process.
See Bylaws,43 Art. II, § 9.
Because Section 14's operation is predicated, in part, on what business the Board has
chosen to bring before the stockholders' annual meeting in its notice, the provision places a
premium on how the Board chooses to describe or limit that business. In response to Office
Depot's argument that Section 14 will be rendered a nullity in regard to director nominations, the
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Consequently, the Court holds that having properly brought the
business of electing and nominating directors before the Annual Meeting
through the Notice, Office Depot's Board cannot prevent Levitt from
nominating candidates for election to the Office Depot Board at that
meeting.'
V. CONCLUSION
The business of electing and nominating directors was properly
brought before the Annual Meeting by the Notice. Levitt's effort to
nominate two candidates is within the scope of that business. Therefore,
Levitt's motion for judgment on the pleadings seeking a declaration that it
may nominate two directors for election at Office Depot's 2008 Annual
Meeting is granted and Office Depot's cross-motion for judgment on the
pleadings, seeking a contrary declaration, is denied.
Counsel are requested to confer and to submit an implementing
form of order.

Court notes that Office Depot, through careful drafting of the Notice, may have separated precisely
the business of the election from the business of nomination. If the Notice had so provided, a
different result may have obtained.
"Accordingly, the Court need not pass on Levitt's arguments that Section 14 does not
apply to shareholder-funded proposals or that its advance notice period is unreasonably long.
Another way of viewing the outcome is to recognize that Office Depot's description of
the business to come before the Annual Meeting (i.e., whether "election" subsumes nomination)
was not clear and unambiguous. With that, the protection afforded the shareholder franchise, see,
e.g., Openwave Sys., 924 A.2d at 239, which includes the right to nominate competing board
candidates, is properly implemented in this instance.
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MIDLAND GRANGE NO. 27 PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY
v. WALLS
No. 2155-VCN
Courtof Chancery of the State of Delaware,New Castle
February 28, 2008
John S. Grady, Esquire, of Grady & Hampton, LLC, Dover, Delaware, for
petitioner.
Craig T. Eliassen, Esquire, of Schmittinger and Rodriguez, P.A., Dover,
Delaware, for respondents Rosalie Walls, Laura Brown, and Delaware State
Grange, Inc.
Steven Schwartz, Esquire, of Schwartz & Schwartz, Dover, Delaware, for
respondent Delaware Bridges, Inc.
NOBLE,

Vice Chancellor
I. INTRODUCTION

This is an action for breach of fiduciary duty and rescission of a real
estate sale. Petitioner Midland Grange No. 27 Patrons of Husbandry, Inc.
("Midland Grange" or the "Grange"), a Delaware corporation, alleges that
two of its former officers, Respondents Laura Brown and Rosalie Walls (the
"Officer Respondents"), sold its historic meeting hall at 106 North Race
Street in Georgetown, Delaware (the "Grange Hall" or, generally, the
"Property") to Respondent Delaware Bridges, Inc. ("Delaware Bridges") for
a price below fair market value and in violation of the organizational bylaws prescribing the procedure for selling its real property. Midland Grange
also alleges that the Officer Respondents failed to secure certain conditions
on the sale imposed by Respondent Delaware State Grange, Inc. (the "State
Grange") (collectively with the Officer Respondents, the "Grange
Respondents") in approving the sale of the Property. In addition to its
claims against the Officer Respondents, Midland Grange asserts an aiding
and abetting claim against the State Grange because it knew that the Officer
Respondents violated the by-laws in selling the Property. Midland Grange
therefore seeks rescission of the sale or, in the alternative, money damages
from the Grange Respondents for actual damages suffered by Midland
Grange as a result of the improper sale to Delaware Bridges. This is the
Court's post-trial memorandum opinion.
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H. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Midland Grange is a local chapter of the National Grange of the
Order of the Patrons of Husbandry. The Grange is a fraternal organization
that offers its members fellowship and service opportunities in their local
communities. Midland Grange is subordinate to the National Grange and
the State Grange, the state chapter of the national organization. As a
Subordinate Grange, Midland Grange is required to abide by certain bylaws imposed by the National Grange.
Midland Grange acquired the Property in 1929. The Grange Hall
was built in the early 1930s by Mrs. Walls' father and is considered by
many local residents to be an historic building in Georgetown. Over the
years, however, the popularity of Midland Grange has waned substantially-by 2003, Midland Grange had only about thirty dues-paying
members, many of whom were aging and no longer participating in Grange
activities. The Grange held very few meetings and social events; those that
it did hold were generally poorly attended.' The members of Midland
Grange are required to pay annual membership dues of $15 (part of which
goes to the State Grange), but members who have belonged to the Grange
for more than fifty years (the "Golden Sheep") are not required to pay dues;
Midland Grange has several Golden Sheep on its membership rolls.2
As a result of its less than enthusiastic membership and paltry
income from membership dues, Midland Grange was in a perpetual state of
financial distress. The Grange held fund raising events from time to time,
but, for most months, the Grange did not have sufficient funds to cover even
its basic operating expenses, such as the telephone bill, the electric bill or
the heating bill.3 Indeed, Midland Grange's financial condition was so dire
that Peter Brown, the Master of Midland Grange in 2003 and the father of
Respondent Laura Brown, resorted to collecting bottles and aluminum cans
to raise additional money to help cover operating expenses each month. 4
The Browns also personally contributed money to the Grange to help meet
expenses.'
In early 2003, a local developer approached the Grange and offered
to purchase the Property. The developer planned to raze the Grange Hall
in connection with his development plan for the surrounding area. Midland
Grange opposed the sale to the developer because its historic Grange Hall
would be destroyed, but it nevertheless sought an appraisal from Eleanor

'Transcript of Trial, Day 1 (Oct. 16, 2007) ("Trl.
Trl. 109.
3
Trl. 83-84; 107-10.
4
1d.
5
Trl. 84; 107-10.
2

")46.
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Brown, the wife of Peter Brown and a licensed real estate appraiser, in order
to fully assess its options. Mrs. Brown valued the Property at $81,700,
including the Grange Hall, or $36,500 for just the lot.6 The Grange
consulted house movers to estimate the cost of moving the Grange Hall to
a different location, but that plan proved infeasible. The officers of
Midland Grange therefore rejected the developer's offer and abandoned
their thoughts of selling the Property because it could not be accomplished
in a manner that would preserve the Grange's historic building.
In November 2003, a problem with the furnace in the Grange Hall
resulted in damage to the building (the "Furnace Event"). The acrid odor
of oil permeated the Grange Hall and soot and other debris were strewn
throughout. The Grange Hall thus was rendered unusable. Given its
ongoing financial problems, Midland Grange did not have the funds to
restore the Grange Hall to working order.
Shortly after the Furnace Event, Peter Brown stepped down as the
Master of Midland Grange and assumed a position on the executive board
of the State Grange. Laura Brown was elected Master of Midland Grange.
Rosalie Walls continued to serve as Midland Grange's Secretary and
Treasurer. Josephine "JoAnne" Kruger, the current Master of Midland
Grange, assumed the office of Lecturer of Midland Grange.
Many Grange members, including Mrs. Kruger, complained about
meeting in the Grange Hall because of its decrepit condition following the
Furnace Event. The Grange abandoned the Property (at least insofar as it
was using the Grange Hall for meetings). Without a proper meeting hall,
however, Midland Grange was unable to hold regular meetings where it
could conduct its formal business.7 The Grange did host a few social
gatherings at various locations around Georgetown, but, as usual, those
were poorly attended. 8 Midland Grange continued to rely on Mr. Brown's
bottle and can collections to maintain its operations.
In the summer of 2004, Reverend Janet Trout, the pastor of First
United Pentecostal Church Truth & Life Center ("First United") in
Georgetown, approached Mrs. Walls and the Grange to seek permission to
use the abandoned Grange Hall for a series of "yard sales" that she and her
congregation were hosting. The Grange consented to First United's request,
and Rev. Trout and her congregation occupied the Grange Hall for several
6

Petitioner's Exhibit ("PX) 15. For reasons that are unclear, Midland Grange sought
a second appraisal of the Property in February 2004 from a local real estate agent who is not a
licensed appraiser. That "appraisal" valued the Property (without the Grange Hall) at $65,000.
PX 16.
7
A "regular" meeting requires the Grange officers to wear certain regalia and to perform
certain rituals. The alternative meeting locations used by Midland Grange in 2004 were not
conducive to such activities.
'Social meetings do not require the use of regalia.
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weekends in the summer of 2004. During that time, Rev. Trout and her
congregation made numerous improvements to the Grange Hall-they
cleaned the hall by removing a substantial amount of junk and debris that
had accumulated and they attempted to repair some of the damage from the
Furnace Event.
Rev. Trout is also the President of Respondent Delaware Bridges,
a Delaware not-for-profit corporation, founded by Rev. Trout and other
members of First United for the purpose of providing ministry and
numerous other services to the local community. Through her use of the
Grange Hall to stage First United's yard sales in the summer of 2004, Rev.
Trout came upon the idea of acquiring and refurbishing the Grange Hall for
use as Delaware Bridges' community outreach center. The building was
conveniently located near the local community that Delaware Bridges was
attempting to reach, and Rev. Trout believed her idea would be a practical
way to assist the struggling Grange and to preserve an historic building in
Georgetown. Accordingly, Rev. Trout contacted Midland Grange and
invited its members to attend a meeting at First United in early September
2004 to discuss her idea.
Several Midland Grange members, including Peter Brown, Laura
Brown, Mrs. Walls, and Mrs. Kruger, attended the September meeting at
First United. At that meeting, Rev. Trout described Delaware Bridges'
community outreach programs, and she shared her vision for refurbishing
the Grange Hall to serve as a community center and base of operations for
Delaware Bridges. To that end, she offered to purchase the Grange Hall for
$50,000. 9 The purchase price would be paid with a $15,000 down payment
and a three-year mortgage note for $35,000 at 5% annual interest to be held
by Midland Grange. In addition, Rev. Trout offered that the Grange would
have the right to continue to use the Grange Hall for its meetings and events
at no charge (the "Trout Proposal").
The Grange Members present at the September meeting generally
approved of the Trout Proposal, but Laura Brown expressed some
dissatisfaction with the proposed purchase price. Ms. Brown did not press
her concerns over the $50,000 offer, however, because, ultimately, the
Trout Proposal presented a reasonable solution to the Grange's ongoing
financial problems and an end to the need for her eighty-year-old father to
collect bottles and cans to support the Grange's operations." The Officer
Respondents determined that the Trout Proposal was an attractive offer and
should be put to a vote of the Grange members.

9

Rev. Trout based her offer price upon what she believed Delaware Bridges could
reasonably afford to spend, particularly given the extensive renovations that the Grange Hall
would require.
'0 Transcript of Trial, Day 2 (Oct. 17, 2007) ("Tr2. _") 218-19.
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The by-laws which prescribe the procedure for selling the Grange's
real property, in pertinent part, provide:
4.11.1 Sale of Real Property by Subordinate or
Pomona Granges - No Subordinate or Pomona Grange
may sell any real property owned by said Subordinate or
Pomona Granges except upon the following conditions:
(A)

A written notice shall be sent to the
Executive Committee of the State Grange
having jurisdiction advising of the intent
to invoke the procedure included in
Article XI of these By-Laws to sell real
property. Such notice shall contain a
summary of the reasons for the proposed
sale and includ[e], if available, an
appraisal of the value and a report as to
the current use and condition of the said
real estate.

(B)

Any resolution adopted by a Subordinate
or Pomona Grange for the sale of real
property is inoperative unless approved
by written consent of the Master and
Executive Committee of the State Grange
having jurisdiction over the said Subordinate or Pomona Grange, provided
specifically such consent shall not precede the adoption of a resolution to sell as
provided for in Sections 4.11.1(C), (D),
and (E) of these By-Laws.

(C)

A written notice shall be sent to all
members of the said Subordinate or
Pomona Grange at their last known
address notifying them of the date of a
meeting to consider a resolution for sale
of real property and the contents of the
proposed resolution of sale.

(D)

A resolution shall be adopted at a regular
meeting by majority vote of the members
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of the said Subordinate or Pomona
Grange present and voting as to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(E)

The intent to sell real property
owned by the Grange;
The terms of such sale; and
The date on which a regular
meeting of the members will be
held to vote on a resolution of
sale, provided that such date shall
not be less than fifteen (15) days
nor more than ninety (90) days
after adoption of the notification
resolution.

Adoption of a resolution, by a two thirds
vote of the members of said Subordinate
or Pomona Grange present and voting
approving the sale of said real property."

At the State Grange's suggestion, and despite the unequivocal and
unambiguous requirements of the by-laws, the Officer Respondents decided
to bypass the by-laws' meeting requirements and, instead, conducted a
secret ballot vote on the Trout Proposal by mail; given Midland Grange's
aging membership and the fact that most meetings were poorly attended,
this procedure was deemed to be the most efficient, timely, and fair means
of polling the members' views on the Trout Proposal. Accordingly, Mrs.
Walls prepared a letter to the Grange membership detailing the Trout
Proposal (the "Walls Letter"). 2 The Walls Letter attempted to describe the
terms of the Trout Proposal, but it incorrectly noted that the interest rate
would be 7% (instead of 5% as proposed by Rev. Trout) and that the
mortgage note would be repaid in twenty-four months (instead of thirty-six
months as proposed by Rev. Trout). The letter also exhorted the Grange
members to vote in favor of the Trout Proposal because it would solve the
Grange's ongoing financial problems and preserve their historic Grange
Hall.
The Walls Letter was mailed to all current "dues-paid" Grange
members (approximately thirty or so) on or about September 23, 2004.13
'IPX 1.
12
pX 2.
13There is some suggestion in the record that the mailing list was not entirely accurate.
TH. 54-55. Nonetheless, the Court finds that the most accurate information was used, and the
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Enclosed with the Walls Letter was a "secret" ballot. 14 The ballot presented
the Grange members with a very straightforward proposition: "Proposal per
enclosed letter either to sell, or not to sell Midland Grange Hall &
Lot"15-the members could check a box marked "YES" if they wished to
approve the Trout Proposal and sale of the Property, or they could check a
box marked "NO" if they wished to reject the Trout Proposal. The Walls
Letter also enclosed a copy of the Grange by-laws describing the procedure
for selling the Property.
The secret ballots were counted on or about October 15, 2004 (the
return deadline) and the vote overwhelmingly (18-3) favored selling the
Property under the terms of the Trout Proposal. 6 Indeed, Mrs. Kruger was
one of the Grange members who supported the sale-she voted "YES" not
only for herself, but also on behalf of her husband, her daughter, and one of
her daughter's friends, all of whom also are members of Midland Grange. 7
Despite having received a copy of the by-laws stating that Midland Grange
was required to hold several meetings to consider and vote on the proposed
sale of the Property, no Grange member complained about the alternative
process employed by the Officer Respondents. Thus, with the membership
on board, and believing that they had adequately complied with the
membership approval requirements of the by-laws, Mrs. Walls and Peter
Brown scheduled a meeting with the State Grange executive committee for
October 21, 2004 to seek the State Grange's approval of the sale as required
by the by-laws.
Rev. Trout submitted a formal written offer specifying the terms of
the Trout Proposal on or about October 10, 2004 (the "Agreement of
Sale"). 18 As planned, Mrs. Walls and Mr. Brown appeared before the State
Grange executive committee on October 21, 2004 to seek approval of the
sale; at that meeting, Mrs. Walls and Mr. Brown reported the terms of the
Trout Proposal' 9 and the vote of the Grange membership. 20 The State
consequences of any inaccuracy were immaterial.
14PX 2.
5

1d. (emphasis added). Although one could argue that the Grange members who
received the Walls Letter and the enclosed by-laws might reasonably have mistaken the letter for
a solicitation of their approval of the terms of a sale proposal to be considered at a later meeting
(see Grange by-laws § 4.11.1 (C)), the language of the ballot is clear-the choice presented was
whether to sell the Property, not whether to approve the language for a sale proposal.
6

Officer Respondents' Exhibits ("Walls") 2. The original ballots were not in evidence.

There is some suggestion, based on notes on the photocopies of the ballots, that the vote may have
been 22-3 in favor of selling the Property. The difference is immaterial, however, because the
discrepancy7 only reinforces the Respondents' position.
1 Tr2. 140

18PX 8.
' 9PX 6.
20
PX 5. Another minor and immaterial discrepancy appears in Mrs. Walls' letter to the
State Grange. It suggests that the Midland Grange members' vote on the Trout Proposal was 19-2
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Grange then considered and approved the sale of the Grange Hall to
Delaware Bridges:
After much discussion[,] a motion was made . . . and
seconded . . . to accept [the Trout Proposal] with the
following stipulations. Midland Grange No. 27 may use
the building for 15 years from date of settlement. They
will also be allowed to purchase the building back for
$50,000.00 if Delaware Bridges, Inc. should choose to sell.
Motion passed.2'
The Master of the State Grange, Lynwood Davenport, then prepared a letter
authorizing Midland Grange to sell the Grange Hall (the "Davenport
Letter"). The Davenport Letter attempted to memorialize the State Grange's
approval of the sale and the "stipulations" discussed by the executive
committee; it states:
Midland Grange No. 27 has permission from the Delaware
State Grange Executive Committee to sell their Grange
Hall at 106 N. Race Street, Georgetown, Delaware.
The Delaware State Grange Executive [sic] wants a
stipulation in the Deed that Midland Grange No. 27 may
use the building for 15 years from date of settlement. They
will also be allowed to purchase the building back for
$50,000.00 if Delaware Bridges, Inc. should choose to
sell.22

in favor.

21
22

PX 6.

PX 4 (emphasis added).

The "stipulations" detailed in the executive committee

meeting minutes and in the Davenport Letter are imprecisely drafted. The parties have engaged
in considerable debate over the meaning and import of the $50,000 buyback language. Midland
Grange contends that the stipulations required the Officer Respondents to secure a right of first
refusal allowing Midland Grange to repurchase the Property for $50,000 if Delaware Bridges ever
decided to sell the Property. The Respondents contend that such an interpretation is ludicrous in
light of the fact that Delaware Bridges' invested over $100,000 to renovate the Grange Hall;
instead, they suggest that he $50,000 "buyback" language was simply emphasizing that, consistent
with the Grange by-laws, Midland Grange would be able to use its proceeds from the sale of the
Grange Hall to put toward the price of repurchasing the Property if Delaware Bridges ever decided
to sell. One could argue, however, that the Respondents' reading of the buyback language is
equally implausible because it accomplishes nothing in terms of being a "stipulation" on the sale
of the Property.
Unfortunately, the parties did not offer any testimony from Mr. Davenport, the author
of the Davenport Letter and Master of the State Grange at the time it approved the sale, to clarify
the meaning of the "stipulations." The conflicting and inconsistent witness testimony at trial shed
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With the State Grange authorization in hand, Mrs. Walls and Mr.
Brown reported to Midland Grange and Rev. Trout that the sale had been
approved. For reasons the parties could not clearly recall at trial, Rev.
Trout then prepared a Memorandum of Understanding on November 13,
2004, which reiterated the terms of the Trout Proposal (the "MOU"); 23 the
MOU, however, makes no mention of the State Grange "stipulations."
Laura Brown executed the Agreement of Sale on behalf of Midland Grange
on November 16, 2004. In addition, the parties prepared two addenda to the
Agreement of Sale. 24 "Addendum A" specified the terms of the mortgage
the Grange would carry back on the property. 25 "Addendum B" attempted
to incorporate the State Grange "stipulations;" it states:
Delaware Bridges, Inc. agrees to permit Midland Grange
#27 to hold one monthly meeting, and an occasional
special meeting, in the building for a period of fifteen (15)
years. The Grange members agree to coordinate the meeting dates and times with the Delaware Bridges calendar to
avoid conflict.
Should Delaware Bridges, Inc. place the property on the
market for sale, Delaware Bridges, Inc. agrees to the
following:
(1)

Provide a meeting place for Midland Grange #27,
whether at 106 Race Street or their (Delaware
Bridges, Inc.) future location, for a period of 15
years from this date.

(2)

In the event the property is placed on the market
for sale, Midland Grange #27 will be given the
first right of refusal. The price for the property, if
sold to Midland Grange #27, will be established

no light whatsoever on this dispute; indeed, many of the witnesses contradicted themselves several
times in testifying about their understanding of the meaning of the buyback language. Although
one could view the trial testimony as being generally more supportive of Midland Grange's theory
of the meaning of the buyback language, it was apparent that the parties and witnesses really did
not understand what the buyback language was intended to accomplish.
PX 8.
2
'The parties drafted all of the documents concerning the sale of the Property and
conducted this entire transaction (except the closing) without the advice of an attorney.
2PX 8.
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based on an average of three 26
(3) qualified opinions
of market value at that time.
The addenda to the Agreement of Sale, as well as the MOU, were executed
by Laura Brown and Rev. Trout on December 5, 2004, with the intent that
they would be incorporated into the Agreement of Sale. Mrs. Kruger
witnessed the parties' signatures on both the addenda and the MOU.27
Midland Grange and Delaware Bridges proceeded to settlement on
January 26, 2005. At settlement, the Officer Respondents produced a
corporate resolution authorizing the sale of the Property. 28 Following
settlement, Rev. Trout and her colleagues took possession of the Grange
Hall. Mrs. Walls mailed a letter to the Grange membership on February 5,
2005 informing the members that the sale had been completed.29 Once
again, no Grange member voiced any objection to the sale of the Property.
Mrs. Kruger testified, however, that she was "surprised" to learn that the
sale had actually occurred.3"
Throughout 2005, Delaware Bridges (through the efforts of Rev.
Trout and the First United congregation) invested a substantial amount of
treasure and time into refurbishing the Grange Hall-in excess of $100,000
and 2,000 hours of volunteer labor (in addition to the work performed by
professional contractors). In the fall of 2005, after renovations had been
substantially completed, Rev. Trout invited Midland Grange to return to the
Grange Hall for its meetings. Although the Grange Hall was in a muchimproved condition, some Grange members, including Mrs. Kruger, were
dissatisfied with the "church-like" decor; in fact, Mrs. Kruger sent a letter
to the National Grange complaining about the appearance of the Grange
Hall after Delaware Bridges' renovations.3'
Midland Grange convened its first official meeting in the
refurbished Grange Hall on November 12, 2005. That meeting quickly
descended into chaos. The Grange members first engaged in a dispute over
whether certain members had in fact paid dues and were entitled to
participate in the Grange. The group essentially divided into two factions
26Id.
27

The MOU, though dated November 13, 2004, does not appear to have been presented
to the Grange until on or about December 5, 2004 when the addenda to the Agreement of Sale
were executed-at the very least, if the MOU was presented before December 5, 2004, the parties
determined that they would sign the MOU and specifically incorporate it into the Agreement of
Sale along with the addenda on that date.
sPX 9.
29Walls 3.
>Tr2. 147-48. Mrs. Kruger, evidently, was surprised to learn about the sale despite
having cast not one, but four ballots in favor of selling the Property and having witnessed
signatures on several documents relating to the sale of the Property.
3
'Tr2. 152.
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over the contested membership issue: the Brown/Walls faction and the
Kruger faction. The two factions then argued over the slate of delegates
who would attend the two-day annual State Grange convention in early
December. Once those issues were resolved, the Kruger faction confronted
the Brown/Walls faction over the sale of the Grange Hall; in the "heated
discussion" that ensued, the Kruger faction interrogated the Officer
Respondents about the vote on the Trout Proposal, the sale procedure
prescribed by the by-laws, the "church-like" appearance of the Grange Hall,
and various other "legal" and financial issues. The meeting eventually
broke up when several Grange members walked out of the meeting.
Following the November 2005 kerfuffle, the members of Midland
Grange convened again in December at which time they held officer
elections. The Kruger faction was able to wrest control of the Grange away
from the Brown/Walls faction in the December elections. Mrs. Kruger was
elected Master of Midland Grange and her supporters filled the various
other Grange offices. Following Mrs. Kruger's installation as Master in
January 2006, she immediately completed an audit of the books and records
of Midland Grange. Through that audit, Mrs. Kruger and other Grange
members claim to have discovered the Davenport Letter and realized, for
the first time, that the Officer Respondents mishandled the sale of the
Grange Hall. The Kruger Administration then resolved to rectify the
Officer Respondents' mismanagement of the Grange. This action followed.
III. THE PARTIES' CONTENTIONS
A.

Midland Grange

The contours of Midland Grange's claims have not been precisely
framed. The Grange's chief complaint appears to be that the Officer Respondents breached their fiduciary duties in connection with the sale of the
Property.32 Specifically, the Grange contends that the Officer Respondents
32

Although this case is not specifically styled as a corporate fiduciary duty case, our
fiduciary duty law affords the most apt construct in which to analyze Midland Grange's claims.
Fiduciary duties are context specific, however. See, e.g., Malone v. Brincat,722 A.2d 5, 10 (Del.
1998) ("Although the fiduciary duty of a Delaware director is unremitting, the exact course of
conduct that must be charted to properly discharge that responsibility will change in the specific

context of the action the director is taking with regard to either the corporation or its
shareholders."); accordN. Am. CatholicEduc. ProgrammingFound., Inc. v. Gheewalla, 930 A.2d
92, 101 (Del. 2007) (quoting id.). Thus, whether the Officer Respondents properly discharged
their fiduciary duties will necessarily be informed by the fact that the Grange is a relatively
unsophisticated fraternal organization, and not, for example, a public company.
The governance structure of Midland Grange is not clear. The evidence does show,
however, that the Officer Respondents were the individuals at Midland Grange who were
responsible for making the initial decision to sell the Property and then carrying out the technical
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breached their duty of care because they failed to adhere to the by-laws' sale
procedure and because they failed to secure the stipulations imposed by the
State Grange, in particular, the $50,000 buyback provision. Midland
Grange also appears to suggest that the Officer Respondents breached their
duty of loyalty because they acted in "bad faith" by ignoring the
requirements of the by-laws.33 The Grange therefore argues that the sale of
the Property is either void or voidable, and, thus, it seeks rescission of the
sale to Delaware Bridges.
As an alternative ground for finding a breach of the duty of care,
Midland Grange contends that the Officer Respondents sold the Property
for less than fair market value. It points to the 2003 and 2004 appraisals of
the Property, both of which suggest that the Property may have been worth
more than $50,000. Thus, if rescission is not an available remedy, Midland
Grange seeks money damages from the Officer Respondents for the difference between the sale price and the alleged fair market value of the
Grange Hall.
Midland Grange next alleges that the State Grange aided and
abetted the Officer Respondents' breach of their fiduciary duties because the
State Grange knew that the Officer Respondents were acting in violation of
the Grange's bylaws and assisted with the sale of the Property for less than
fair market value. Midland Grange thus seeks money damages from the
State Grange.
Finally, Delaware Bridges is a party to this action primarily because
it is necessary for the remedy of rescission. According to Midland Grange,
Delaware Bridges either knew or should have known that the Officer
Respondents had violated the sale procedure prescribed by the Grange's bylaws and that the Officer Respondents had not secured the conditions on the
sale required by the State Grange. Therefore, Delaware Bridges should
have known that the corporate resolution authorizing the sale of the
Property was invalid, and that the Officer Respondents had no authority to

aspects of the sale. Thus, regardless of whether the Officer Respondents are properly characterized as "officers" of the Grange or "directors" of the Grange, "[tihe fiduciary duties an officer
owes to the corporation 'have been assumed to be identical to those of directors."' Ryan v. Gifford,
935 A.2d 258, 269 (Del. Ch. 2007) (quoting In re Walt Disney Co., 2004 WL 2050138, at *3 (Del.
Ch. Sept. 10, 2004)).
33
There is no suggestion by Midland Grange that Officer Respondents otherwise

breached their fiduciary duty of loyalty. The Grange may establish a violation of the duty of
loyalty by showing how that Ms. Brown and Mrs. Walls "either (1) 'stood on both sides of the
transaction and dictated its terms in a self-dealing way,' or (2) 'received in the transaction a
personal benefit that was not enjoyed by the shareholders generally."' In re Coca-Cola Enters.,
Inc. Sholders Litig., 2007 WL 3122370, at *4 (Del. Ch. Oct. 17, 2007) (citations omitted). There
are no facts in the record to support such a claim, even if it had been made. To the extent Midland
Grange may argue that the Officer Respondents violated the good faith component of the duty of
loyalty, the Court discusses that issue in Part IV(B)(4), infra.
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sell. The Grange, thus, contends that rescission is appropriate and Delaware
Bridges will not be prejudiced by the imposition of such a remedy.
B.

The Grange Respondents

The Officer Respondents argue that, although technically they may
have violated the by-laws, they in fact tried their best to implement a voting
process that would be fair to the Grange members and afford the greatest
degree of membership participation under the circumstances-indeed, given
the Grange's track record of poorly attended meetings (both regular and
social), strict adherence to the by-laws' multiple-meeting requirements
could have produced a less-democratic result than the one achieved by the
mailing and secret ballot. Moreover, the Officer Respondents consulted
with the State Grange in developing the balloting process for the Trout
Proposal, and the process implemented was in fact suggested by the State
Grange.
In addition, the Officer Respondents contend that the State Grange's
"stipulations" were precatory. They note that the Davenport Letter employs
the word "wants" as a preface to the stated stipulations on the sale of the
Property. Thus, the Officer Respondents argue that the language of the
Davenport Letter suggests that the "stipulations" were merely additional
terms that they should seek to improve Midland Grange's bargain, but not
terms that they were required to secure in the Agreement of Sale. Accordingly, their failure to satisfy the State Grange "stipulations," specifically the
$50,000 buyback provision, caused no harm to Midland Grange.
Finally, the Officer Respondents argue that the notion of a $50,000
buyback is nonsensical in this context because all of the parties knew that
Delaware Bridges intended to invest a substantial amount of money to
refurbish the Grange Hall; thus, no rational person would have agreed to
such a provision. Furthermore, the Officer Respondents contend that even
if they had garnered the purported $50,000 buyback right, that provision
would have been invalid under the rule against perpetuities because it was
unlimited in duration; thus, Midland Grange suffered no harm as a result of
the Officer Respondents' failure to secure the right of first refusal suggested
by the State Grange.
C.

Delaware Bridges

Delaware Bridges contends that it dealt with Midland Grange at
ann's-length in purchasing the Property and that it relied upon what
appeared to be a valid corporate resolution authorizing the sale. Moreover,
Delaware Bridges was not responsible for securing the Officer Respondents'
compliance with the Grange's by-laws. The Grange members knew that the
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Officer Respondents had failed to comply with the by-laws' sale requirements in the fall of 2004. Midland Grange took no action on that claim for
nearly sixteen months after the parties closed on the sale of the Property;
meanwhile, Delaware Bridges had sunk over $100,000 and countless
volunteer hours into refurbishing the Grange Hall. Delaware Bridges
therefore argues that Midland Grange's claim for rescission is impracticable,
untimely, and barred by the equitable doctrine of laches.
IV. ANALYSIS
A.

Rescission as a Remedy FailsBecause it Would be Impracticable

Midland Grange seeks a return of the Property. Rescission is a
remedy designed to restore the parties to the status quo ante. The decision
to award rescission is committed to the Court's discretion.- "Moreover, it
is well established that rescission generally is appropriate only when the
plaintiff offers and is capable of restoring the defendant's former status
quo."3 After its acquisition of the Property, Delaware Bridges expended
substantial sums (in excess of $100,000 in addition to substantial volunteer
effort) in restoring and improving the Grange Hall. Midland Grange has not
demonstrated that, if the conveyance were rescinded, it would be able to
restore Delaware Bridges to its status quo ante by reimbursing it for the
improvements which it made.36 Accordingly, it is not entitled to rescission.

3DONALD J. WOLFE, JR. AND MICHAEL A. PITTENGER, CORPORATE AND COMMERCIAL
PRACTICE INTHE DELAWARE COURT OFCHANCERY, § 12-4[a], at 12-67 (2007) [hereinafterWOLFE
& PITTENGER]; see also Gotham Partners, LP. v. HallwoodRealty Partners, LP., 817 A.2d 160,
173-75 (Del.
35 2002).
WOLFE & PITTENGER, § 12-4[a], at 12-65.
36
Indeed, the evidence of Midland Grange's financial woes strongly suggests that it
would, in fact, not be able to restore Delaware Bridges to its former position. At trial, Mrs. Kruger

testified that although the Grange has more money now than it did before the sale of the Property
to Delaware Bridges, the Grange's new found "wealth" results primarily from the fact that it no
longer has any expenses from operating the Grange Hall. Tr2. 189-90. Nevertheless, the Grange
does not have nearly sufficient funds to reimburse Delaware Bridges for the improvements to the
Property. Id. at 188-89. Although Mrs. Kruger hypothesized that Midland Grange might be able
to raise the money from its members, id. at 189, such unfounded speculation does not suffice to
carry Midland Grange's burden of demonstrating its entitlement to the remedy of rescission.

The delay between closing (January 26, 2005) and the filing of this action (May 16,
2006) also supports this outcome. Two overlapping notions are in play. First, a plaintiff seeking
rescission must demonstrate that it acted promptly; prejudice to the defendant is not essential. See
Gotham Partners,LP., 817 A.2d at 174. Second, the affirmative defense of laches focuses on
unreasonable delay in bringing suit after learning of the claim and whether the delay resulted in
harm to the adverse party. See, e.g., WOLFE & PITTENGER, § 1l-5[b], at 11-55. Midland Grange's
claims based on the voting process clearly fail under either rubric. Mrs. Kruger and the other
Grange members, even though they were not "in power," had received a copy of the by-laws and
are charged with knowledge of the official voting procedures. Nevertheless, no one did anything
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The Officer Respondents Did Not Breach Their FiduciaryDuties
in Connection with the Sale of the Propertyto Delaware Bridges
1.

The Balloting Process Employed by the Officer
Respondents was Reasonable Under the Circumstances

The Court now turns to the question of whether Midland Grange
has established a breach of the Officer Respondents' fiduciary duties. There
is no doubt that the Officer Respondents' did not comply with the blackletter requirements of the by-laws for seeking the Grange members'
approval for the sale of the Property. It is well-settled, however, that an
actionable violation of the fiduciary duty of care is "predicated upon
concepts of gross negligence. "7 "Gross negligence has a stringent meaning
under Delaware [corporate law] .. .[and] 'has been defined as a reckless

indifference to or a deliberate disregard of the whole body of stockholders
or actions which are without the bounds of reason.' 38 Moreover, a
corporate fiduciary's duties are context specific 39 -in other words, a failure
to comply with the Grange by-laws does not necessarily amount to gross
negligence in this case. Midland Grange has not established that the Officer
Respondents' conduct rose to the level of gross negligence. The by-laws are
prescribed by the National Grange and are intended to ensure that the

to challenge the transaction based on the voting processes until almost nineteen months after the
vote; in that time, the sale of the Property occurred and Delaware Bridges expended substantial
sums to improve the Property. Thus, timing considerations preclude any equitable remedy of
rescission on these grounds against Delaware Bridges.
The other claim asserted by Midland Grange depends upon the difference between the
terms one can find in the State Grange's authorization of the sale and the final terms of the
agreement with Delaware Bridges. Mrs. Kruger testified that she (and those aligned with her) did
not learn of the differences until after she became the Master in January 2006. Accordingly, the
question of timeliness of assertion of the claim tied to the State Grange's terms depends upon
whether one looks to the date of closing (or the date when the agreement was finally struck) or to
the date when Mrs. Kruger, as a newly elected officer of Midland Grange, first recognized the
discrepancies. It is not necessary to resolve this question, but it may be worth noting that
Delaware Bridges engaged in arm's-length negotiations and cannot fairly be viewed as a
wrongdoer or as an entity that knowingly profited from improper conduct by others. Delaware
Bridges, because of Addendum B, must have been aware that the State Grange had sought
additional terms to benefit Midland Grange, but there is no credible evidence that it acted in any
untoward manner with respect to the State Grange's authorization, or even that representatives of
Delaware Bridges were fully aware of the terms.
In any event, in light of the conclusion that impracticability bars the remedy of
rescission, it is unnecessary to decide whether there is any suitable basis that would have
supported imposition of that remedy otherwiWe.
37See, e.g., Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1984).
38
Albert v. Alex Brown Mgmt. Servs., Inc., 2005 WL 2130607, at *4 (Del. Ch. Aug. 26,
2005) (quoting
In re Walt Disney Co., 907 A.2d 693, 750 (Del. Ch. 2005)).
39
See authorities cited supra note 32.
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Grange members are adequately informed when a Subordinate Grange
undertakes a sale of its real property. A "one size fits all" set of by-laws,
however, may not suit the needs of every individual Grange. The record
clearly demonstrates that at the time Midland Grange was presented with
the Trout Proposal, member participation in the Grange was minimal.
Under those circumstances, it was reasonable for the Officer Respondents
to conclude that an alternative means of voting on the Trout Proposal was
required for Midland Grange to have a fair process for approving the sale
of the Property.
The decision to disregard the by-laws was not driven by a "reckless
indifference" or a "deliberate disregard" for the rights of the Midland
Grange members. On the contrary, the decision was motivated by a genuine
concern that strict adherence to the by-laws would in fact limit the
participation of the Grange membership in the sale decision. The Officer
Respondents attempted to implement a substitute voting procedure that
would work for Midland Grange, while at the same time adhering to the
spirit of the by-laws, which seek primarily to secure an informed vote of the
Grange membership.'
The alternative method chosen by the Officer Respondents has its
drawbacks; for example, the Grange members did not have an opportunity
to gather as a collective, deliberative body to debate the merits of the Trout
Proposal-perhaps an opportunity for members to learn that others also
were dissenting would have changed the outcome; perhaps not. It is
implausible that the Grange members could not (and did not) otherwise
contact each other to discuss the proposed sale, however. Midland Grange
is a small organization; the members certainly all know each other (indeed,
several are related). Thus, any concern that the failure to hold a meeting
may have denied the Grange members an opportunity to discuss the Trout
Proposal is mitigated by the fact that they are a small and familiar
community that easily could have communicated (and probably did) outside
the confines of a formal meeting. Thus, the decision to implement a secret
ballot in lieu of the sale procedure specified by the by-laws was reasonable

'he fact that the Walls Letter inaccurately stated the interest rate (7% instead of 5%)
and the term of the mortgage note (twenty-four instead of thirty-six months) does not change the

Court's analysis or conclusion. It is unfortunate that those terms were inaccurately reported to the
Grange membership, but those details are relatively minor in the grand scheme of this transaction.

The important questions, as far as the Grange members were concerned, were (1) whether to sell
the Grange Hall; and (2) whether $50,000 was an adequate price. The variances in the interest rate
and the term of the loan amount only to a very minor difference in the overall value of this
transaction, if one bothered to do the calculations. Thus, the Court concludes that the Grange
members were presented with the material terms of the transaction and the vote was not invalid
simply because the actual terms of the transaction were marginally different from those submitted

for the Grange members' approval.
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in this1case and not grossly negligent so as to trigger a breach of the duty of
4
care.

2.

The Officer Respondents did not Violate Their Duty of
Care by Failing to Obtain the $50,000 Right of First
Refusal Provision

The Officer Respondents did not violate their duty of care by failing
to secure a right of first refusal allowing Midland Grange to reacquire the
Property for $50,000 because the State Grange "stipulations" were
precatory. Although the minutes from the October 21, 2004 State Grange
meeting could be read to suggest that the stipulations were mandatory
conditions of the State Grange's approval of the sale to Delaware Bridges,
the Davenport Letter, which was prepared immediately following the
executive committee meeting, is the best evidence of the meaning of the
"conditions" recorded in the minutes. 42 Indeed, the Davenport Letter's use
of the word "wants" strongly suggests the precatory nature of the State
Grange conditions.
More importantly, however, the Court's conclusion that the State
Grange's conditions were not mandatory is further supported by the fact that
no rational person in Delaware Bridges' position would ever have agreed to
a $50,000 buyback when it planned to invest over $100,000 into renovating
the Grange Hall. Delaware Bridges surely would have abandoned the
transaction if Midland Grange had insisted upon such a provision in the
Agreement of Sale. The minutes of the October 21, 2004 executive committee meeting clearly show that the State Grange approved of the sale of
the Property to Delaware Bridges. That approval is also reflected in the
Davenport Letter. It therefore would make no logical sense for the State
Grange to have approved the sale to Delaware Bridges on the one hand, but
at the same time to have insisted upon a buyback provision to which
Delaware Bridges never would have agreed (thus making the sale impossible) on the other.

4

Even if the Court could conclude that the Officer Respondents violated their duty of
care by failing to comply with the by-laws, their actions were ratified by the Midland Grange
members. The Walls Letter included a copy of the by-laws. The language of the by-laws plainly
spells out the procedure for selling the Grange Hall. Thus, it should have been evident to all the
Grange members who received the Walls Letter that the by-laws were being violated by the
balloting method employed by the Officer Respondents. The Grange members nevertheless voted

in favor of the proposed sale. Accordingly, they ratified the Officer Respondents' improper
actions.
42
The Court does not credit any of the witness testimony on this point. The witnesses
were all over the spectrum in their "understanding" of the reacquisition language, usually
depending upon which direction the lawyers' questions led them.
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Even if the Court concluded that the buyback provision was a
mandatory condition of the State Grange's approval of the sale of the
Property, the Officer Respondents' failure to secure that right does not result
in a compensable injury to Midland Grange because the right of first refusal
would have been unenforceable under Delaware law. Rights of first refusal
in real property are subject to the rule against perpetuities, and one of
unlimited duration necessarily violates the rule.43 The provision suggested
by the State Grange would have been unlimited in duration and otherwise
would have rested in a corporation, an entity with a perpetual existence.
Thus, it would have violated the rule against perpetuities and would not
have been enforceable even if it had been included in the parties' agreement.
Accordingly, Midland Grange suffered no loss from its absence.
3.

The Officer Respondents Did Not Violate Their Duty of
Care by Agreeing to Sell the Property for $50,000

Midland Grange did not sustain its burden of proving that the
Property was worth more than $50,000 at the time the Officer Respondents
agreed to sell to Delaware Bridges. The Grange offered a February 2003
appraisal that valued the Property (with the Grange Hall) at $81,700, but
that appraisal predated the Furnace Event which damaged the Grange Hall
later that year. Midland Grange also offered a second appraisal from
February 2004, but that "appraisal" was prepared by a real estate agent who
is not a licensed real estate appraiser. 44 It suggests that the Property was
43

See, e.g., StuartKingston, Inc. v. Robinson, 596 A.2d 1378, 1384-85 (Del. 1991) (right
of first refusal with unlimited duration violates the rule against perpetuities); accord Pathmark
Stores, Inc. v. 3821 Assocs., LP., 663 A.2d 1189, 1192 (Del. Ch. 1995) ("Stuart Kingston quite
precisely and narrowly held a purported right of first refusal which could be exercised indefinitely
violated the rule against perpetuities.").
Charitable trusts and other gifts and vested interests that are intended to benefit a
charitable organization are generally exempt from the rule against perpetuities; contingent interests
which are subject to conditions precedent, however, generally are not. See, e.g., GirardTrust Co.
v. Rector, Wardens and Vestrymen of St. Anne's ProtestantEpiscopal Church, 52 A.2d 591, 59697 (Del. Ch. 1947). The right of first refusal provision at issue in this case is contingent upon
Delaware Bridges' decision to sell. Thus, even if Midland Grange qualified as a charitable
organization for purposes of the exception to the rule against perpetuities, the right of first refusal
provision is nevertheless a contingent interest that remains subject to the rule and is invalid
because its duration is unlimited.
The Court also notes that this is a case arising from a business transaction that just so
happens to involve two corporations that might qualify as "charitable organizations;" this is not,
however, a case involving a gift or bequest to a charity. The "charitable gift" or "charitable
purpose" exception to the rule against perpetuities is generally limited to just that-gifts and
interests that are intended to further an organization's charitable purposes. It is not intended that
charitable organizations be able to avoid the rule against perpetuities in their ordinary business
affairs.
4424 Del. C. § 4007(a) requires real estate appraisers in Delaware to be licensed.
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worth $65,000 without the Grange Hall. The Court does not accord the
2004 appraisal any weight, however, because it was not prepared by a
licensed appraiser.45
The Court has no way of knowing, based on this evidence, what the
"fair market value" of the Property was at the time Delaware Bridges
offered to buy it for $50,000. The 2003 appraisal did not consider the
damage to the Grange Hall from the Furnace Event; Mrs. Brown conceded
that the damage from that event would have depressed her valuation of the
Property. 46 In addition, the 2003 appraisal does not account for the
Grange's right to use the Grange Hall for fifteen-years or the right of first
refusal--encumbrances which Mrs. Brown conceded also would have
decreased her 2003 valuation.47 Thus, in light of Mrs. Brown's testimony
undercutting her appraisal of $81,700 in the winter of 2003, the Court has
no basis to conclude that the $50,000 sale price was not within the range of
reasonable prices for the Property in the fall of 2004; therefore, Midland
Grange failed to prove damages on its claim that the Property was sold for
less than fair market value.
4.

The Officer Respondents Acted in Good Faith

The duty of loyalty entails a subsidiary duty to act in good faith.48
Thus, a corporate fiduciary's failure to act in good faith may result in a
breach of the duty of loyalty if the fiduciary does not "act[] in the good
faith
49
belief that her actions are in the best interest of the corporation. ,
The Court concludes that the Officer Respondents acted with a
good faith belief that their secret ballot method was the most efficient and
democratic means of polling the Grange membership on the proposed sale
of the Property. The Officer Respondents are not directors in a for-profit
entity or sophisticated corporate executives-they gave their best effort to

Although 24 Del. C. § 4019 provides an exception for real estate agents who prepare a "competitive market analysis" for use in the course of developing a listing price for a property, the 2004
"appraisal" does not fit within the Section 4019 exception-indeed, there is no suggestion in the
record that45
the 2004 appraisal was prepared in anticipation of listing the Property for sale.

Even if the Court considered the 2004 "appraisal," it is of little value because it is
conclusory and contains no details supporting the appraiser's opinion of value (e.g. an analysis of
sales of comparable properties). The 2004 appraisal is also dubious because it values the lot alone
at $65,000, while the 2003 appraisal from a licensed real estate appraiser valued the lot alone at
$36,500. Although professional opinions of value may vary, a $30,000 improvement in a
property's value (an approximately 82% increase) in one-year's time seems unlikely, particularly
where the valuation is unsupported by market evidence.
4"Tr1. 30.
47
Trl. 31-32. The 2004 "appraisal" is similarly deficient:
48Stone v. Ritter, 911 A.2d 362, 369-70 (Del. 2006).
49Id. at 370 (citation omitted).
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selling the Property given the circumstances confronting the Grange and
their rudimentary understanding of by-laws. The Grange members were
apprised of all material facts, and they made an informed decision to sell the
Grange Hall. The Officer Respondents did not personally benefit from the
sale of the Grange Hall, and the Grange membership overwhelmingly
supported the proposed sale. The decision to implement another means of
ascertaining the will of the membership was reasonable under these
circumstances and was not made in an effort to avoid scrutiny of the
proposed transaction or to permit the Officer Respondents to filch corporate
assets. Thus, the Court has no basis to conclude that the Officer
Respondents breached their duty of loyalty by failing to act in good faith.
C.

Midland Grange'sAiding and Abetting Claims against the State
GrangeFailas a Matter of Law

Finally, the Court turns to Midland Grange's aiding and abetting
claims alleged against the State Grange. The standard for stating a claim of
aiding and abetting in a breach of fiduciary duty is well-settled. Delaware
law requires the petitioner to establish: "(1) the existence of a fiduciary
relationship; (2) the fiduciary breached its duty; (3) a defendant, who is not
a fiduciary, knowingly participated in a breach; and (4) damages to the
plaintiff resulted from the concerted action of the fiduciary and nonfiduciary."5 Because the Court has concluded that the Officer Respondents
did not breach their fiduciary duties, Midland Grange cannot, as a matter of
law, prevail on its aiding and abetting claim against the State Grange.
V. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, judgment will be entered in favor of the
Respondents and against the Petitioner on all claims. Costs will be assessed
against the Petitioner in accordance with Court of Chancery Rule 54(d).
An implementing order will follow.

5
"Globis Partners, LP. v. Plumtree Software, Inc., 2007 WL 4292024, at *15 (Del. Ch.
Nov. 30, 2007).

